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ABSTRACT

The loss of a limb tremendously impacts the life of the affected individual. In the

past decades, researchers have been developing artificial limbs that may return some of
the missing functions and cosmetics. However, the development of dexterous
mechanisms capable of mimicking the function of the human hand is a complex venture.
Even though myoelectric prostheses have advanced, several issues remain to be solved
before an artificial limb may be comparable to its human counterpart. Moreover, the high
cost of advanced limbs prevents their widespread use among the low-income population.
This dissertation presents a strategy for the low-level of control of a cost effective
robotic hand for prosthetic applications. The main purpose of this work is to reduce the
high cost associated with limb replacement. The presented strategy uses an

electromyographic signal classifier, which detects user intent by classifying 4 different
wrist movements. This information is supplied as 4 different pre-shapes of the robotic

hand to the low-level of control for safely and effectively performing the grasping tasks.

Two proof-of-concept prototypes were implemented, consisting on five-finger
underactuated hands driven by inexpensive DC motors and equipped with low-cost
sensors. To overcome the limitations and nonlinearities of inexpensive components, a

multi-stage control methodology was designed for modulating the grasping force based
on slippage detection and nonlinear force control.

iii
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A multi-stage control methodology for modulating the grasping force based on

slippage detection and nonlinear force control was designed. The two main stages of the
control strategy are the force control stage and the detection stage. The control strategy
uses the force control stage to maintain a constant level of force over the object. The
results of the experiments performed over this stage showed a rising time of less than 1
second, force overshoot of less than 1 N and steady state error of less than 0.15 N. The
detection stage is used to monitor any sliding of the object from the hand. The

experiments performed over this stage demonstrated a delay in the slip detection process
of less than 200 milliseconds. The initial force, and the amount of force incremented after

sliding is detected, were adjusted to reduce object displacement. Experiments were then
performed to test the control strategy on situations often encountered in the ADL. The
results showed that the control strategy was able to detect the dynamic changes in mass

of the object and to successfully adjust the grasping force to prevent the object from
dropping.

The evaluation of the proposed control strategy suggests that this methodology
can overcome the limitation of inexpensive sensors and actuators. Therefore, this control

strategy may reduce the cost of current myoelectric prosthesis. We believe that the work

presented here is a major step towards the development of a cost effective ' myoelectric
prosthetic hand.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Statement of the Problem

The hand is an amazing component of the human body. It represents one of the

most important tools that human beings have to perform the majority of the activities of
daily living (ADL). It allows humans to explore the surrounding environment and to
interact and communicate with other human beings. These features are fulfilled by the

tremendous dexterity and sensory information that a human hand contains. Consequently,
the loss of a limb drastically reduces an individual's functionality and social iteration.

Accordingly, the task of replacing a human hand with an artificial one is a great challenge
that involves the efforts of researchers from multiple disciplines.

The loss of a limb produces a tremendous psychological, social and economical

impact in the affected individual. The amputee is psychologically affected by the inability
to perform common ADL, which may include personal hygiene or dressing. Moreover, in
the case of trauma amputation the individual does not have a chance of preparing for this
abrupt change in her or his life [I]. Once an amputation occurs, it iast forever and has no
cure.

1
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There is also a social impact related to the missing of a limb since the

reincorporation to society, with limited functionality and deteriorated cosmetic
appearance, is a challenging task. Upper-limb amputees are at a disadvantage relative to
lower-limb amputees because it is easier to notice an upper-limb prosthesis than a lower

one [I]. Even though lower-limb amputations are 20 times more frequent than the upperlimb amputations, the damage produced by an upper limb amputation generally has a
stronger impact [2]. Finally, replacement of an absent limb with an artificial limb, which
may restore some functionality, is expensive. This cost may prevent low-income
amputees from accessing this kind of technology.

Limb replacement is a complex process from the engineering point of view. A
system that mimics the behavior and dexterity of a natural hand must accurately control
many degrees of freedom (DoF) to produce stable grasping in order to hold and
manipulate objects of varied weights and geometries.

In the past decades researchers have worked to develop externally powered
artificial limbs that can satisfy the needs of people who have suffered amputations as a
result of wars, traumatic accidents, congenital defects, cancer, infections, or circulatory

diseases. Moreover, upper-limb replacement is an interesting problem because of the
importance of dexterity in human hands and the engineering challenge it presents.
However, about 35% of the affected people do not use their prosthetic devises regularly
[3] for several reasons, including the psychological effort necessary to control these
devices, the low level of dexterity provided, and the high cost. Respondents to an internet

survey performed by Pylatiuk et al. [4] indicated low satisfaction with the weight and
grasping velocity of prosthesis and a need to have the devices perform activities such as

3

handicrafts, personal hygiene, using cutlery, operating electronic devices and dressing.
Other desired features were force feedback systems and independent movement of tne
principal fingers (thumb and index) and the wrist.
Therefore, in order to increase the acceptability of a myo-controlled prosthetic
device some conditions must be met. First, the device must be easy to use and adaptable

to different users to reduce psychological effort and avoid muscle fatigue. Second, the
device must control enough DoFs to permit various grasping configurations, which may
allow it to perform the most frequent ADL. Finally, electromechanical considerations,

like weight, dimensions and power consumption, must be acceptable to the user. Many of
these criteria have been addressed by new advanced prosthesis like the i-Limb

(commercially available from Touch Bionics [5]), the SmartHand (an European project
[6]) and the Revolutionizing Prosthetic project from the Defense Advance Research
Project Agency (DARPA) [7]. However, the high cost associated with the replacement of
the missing limb has not been strongly addressed. The device must be affordable by the
low-income population In developing countries low cost becomes essential, and a less
dexterous but inexpensive device may be much more acceptable than a complex but
costly one.

In the United States, approximately 1 .7 million people live with limb loss, and it

is projected that by the year 2050 this number will be doubled [8]. It is also estimated that
one out of every 200 people in the U.S. has had an amputation [9]. There is an average of
over 130,000 hospital discharges for amputation per year and upper-limb' amputations
accounted for 3 percent of all dysvascular limb loss discharges. In general, a prosthetic
armor a leg above the knee usually costs between $10,000 and $15,000. Some have a

4

cost of $35,000 or more. The i-Limb costs between $60,000 and $150,000 depending on

the length of the amputation. Although these devices are generally covered with no cap

by Medicare and Medicaid, most private insurance companies have limits between $500
and $3,000 for prostheses. In addition, an amputee may have a lifetime limit of $10,000

and one prosthetic [10]. The Annual Census Bureau estimates that 47 million people, or
15.8 percent of the United States population, were without health insurance during the
year 2006. Every year, 25,000 people in the U.S. have entire arm amputations and 61,000
people have partial hand amputations.
In developing countries, cost is a key factor that may determine whether

prosthesis are accessible the amputee population. One possibility for people in
developing countries for accessing to a low-cost prosthesis is to appeal to aid
organizations such as the International Committee of the Red Cross. However even this
organization cannot manufacture a prosthetic device for less than $1,000 [H]. A survey
performed in India on 71 traumatic upper-limb amputees [12] used a Prosthetic
Rehabilitation Score system to determine the main reasons of dissatisfaction in the use of
body-powered prosthesis. The assessment indicates that the second most important
reason is the high cost associate with maintenance and replacement of the device [12]. A
field survey conducted in Vietnam [13] indicates that although prosthesis on average are

used 12 hours a day, many amputees were not able to continue with the same job after the
amputation. Moreover, only 49% of the surveyed participants work outside their homes
and only 58% hold the same job they had before the amputation.

5

1 .2

Research Need

The development of a cost effective and easy-to-use dexterous prosthetic device is
needed for the amputee community. Such a device must have an appropriate control
strategy to compensate for the low-cost mechanical and electronic systems. Children and
adults who suffer from upper-limb loss and limb deformities as a result of trauma,

congenital defects, cancer, infection and circulatory disease leading to amputation will be
the target users. This research is especially appealing and needed for low income

families, people with inadequate insurance coverage here in the United States, or in
developing countries.
1 .3

Overview of the Prosthetic Hand Project

This dissertation is part of a multi-systems project aimed towards the

development of a low-cost prosthetic hand controlled by electromyographic (EMG)
signals in a functional approach. A block diagram of the whole project is presented in
Figure 1-1, The project is divided into four main sub-parts: the EMG signal classification
system (or high level of control), the control strategy (or low level of control), a
vibrotactile feedback system (high level of feedback) and the prototype of the hand.

O

Hand

User

Classifier
(High level of

Control strategy
(Low level of

forearm

control)

control)

Prototype

/

Low level offeedback
High level of feedback
Classify user intention and hand
configuration

Perform the holding task using the
classified configuration

Figure 1-1: Block diagram of the overall project.
Surface EMG signals recorded from the forearm are classified to determine the
intention of the user to open/close the hand and to determine the initial pre-shaping of the
hand. This stage is referred here as the high level of control of the hand. After the preshape is chosen, the control strategy is turned on, and it is able to automatically modulate

the grasping to conform to different shapes and weights of the objects. This automated
sequence is referred as the low level of control of the hand. As a result, the high level of
control is performed by the user and the low level is performed automatic by the
prosthetic device.

The major advantage of this methodology is that the user only needs to control the
hand at the high level, that is, the user decides when to close/open the hand and the grasp
configuration. The user does not need to continuously monitoring the device after the

grasp selection. The automation decreases drastically the psychological effort of the user
and leads to a more natural and easier control of the device.
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The system also contains two ievels of feedback. Low-level feedback is a group

of signals that are fed back to the automatic controller, while high-level feedback is
another group that is fed back to the user to provide a sense of touch or spatial
orientation. In each case, the signals may be a subset of grasping force, joint position,

slippage, velocity, acceleration, or other measurable variables. Some signals may be fed
back through both the low-level and high-level loops.

A proof-of-concept prototype of a five fingered prosthetic hand was designed and
fabricated tc serve as a flexible platform to implement and evaluate the different levels of
control of the hand. The control strategy for the low level of control is the main focus of
this dissertation.

1.4

Project Goals

1.4.1 General Goal

We claim that useful prosthetic devices can be designed using inexpensive
sensors and actuators if the applied control technique is able to deal with the problems
associated with the low-cost technology. We will develop a new generation of prosthesis
that will be accessible to people with low incomes. The device will also provide

functionality that will allow the user to perform most of the ADL. Therefore, the main
goal of this dissertation is to develop a control strategy for a new dexterous cost effective
prosthetic hand.

8

1.4.2 Specific Goals
The overall goals of this research are to:

a) Design a prototype of a low-cost robotic underactuated prosthetic hand to serve as
a platform to evaluate the performance of the proposed proof-of-concept control
strategy.

b) Develop and evaluate a slip detection algorithm to assist in the grasping task of an
underactuated low-cost robotic hand that does not include specialized sensors.

c) Develop and evaluate a force control system to assist in the grasping task of an
underactuated finger that does not include expensive sensors and actuators.
d) Develop and evaluate the proposed control strategy, which integrates objectives b
and c, to modulate the grasping force of an underactuated low-cost robotic hand
while performing activities commonly encountered in daily living.
1 .5

Overview of the Control Strategy Design

A control strategy for automatically driving the fingers of the prototype was

designed and implemented, in which the index, thumb and middle fingers are controlled
independently and identically by the same algorithm, consisting on three main stages: a

pre-shape stage, a force control stage and a detection stage (see Figure 1-2). A brief
introduction to each of these stages is outlined in the following subsections.
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Figure 1-2: Block diagram of the control strategy.
1.5.1 Prc-shape Stage Controlled by EMG Signals
Surface electrodes are placed in strategically selected locations of the residual
limb in order to record and obtain as much information as possible from

electromyographic (EMG) signals. Wavelet transform is used for extraction of timefrequency features and Support Vector Machine (SVM) is applied as the classification
technique (for more details refer to [14]). Four desired movements are classified and used
as inputs to the control strategy. The four movements are interpreted as five possible pre-

shapes of me hand plus an open hand configuration, in this way the user is able to
command the prosthesis and decide the adequate pre-shape of the hand depending on the

geometry and weight of the object. The event of choosing the grasp configuration is
usually referred as the high-level of control in dexterous manipulation [15].
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The five pre-shape configuration were selected from the eight main grasp

configurations (see Figure 1-3) [16]. Sollerman and Ejeskär reported their percentage of
use in ADL [1.6], which are shown in Table 1-1.
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Figure 1-3: Classification of the main grasp patterns (from [16]).

Table 1-1: Percentage use of the main grasp configurations in ADL [16].
Grasp Configuration
Pulp pinch
Lateral pinch
Tripod pinch
Five-finger pinch

Diagonal volar grip
Transverse volar grip

Spherical volar grip
Extension grip

%
20
20

__
?5

p

The first six configurations in Table 1-1 represent 94% of grasping events. We
selected five of these configurations, transverse volar grip (cylindrical), spherical,
lateral pinch, tripod pinch, and pulp pinch (thumb-index pinch). We then defined preshapes that are appropriate to the given configuration.
Figure 1-4 is a flow chart of the control algorithm. The hand remains idle until the

input signals from the EMG classifier initiate the desired grasp configuration. Table 1-2
shows the four possible outputs from the EMG classifier and the respective class. When
class 1 is selected, three grasp configurations are possible: cylindrical, spherical or

lateral pinch. This class activates all five fingers to close at the same time and produces
either cylindrical or spherical grasping, depending on the geometry of the object.
Extension grip can also be achieved in this configuration. Moreover, if the thumb is

shifted to the lateral position, a lateral pinch grasp will be obtained. If class 2 is selected,
the Thumb-index pinch configuration is performed, where only the thumb and index
fingers are active while the rest of the fingers remain in their open configuration. The
thumb is positioned to allow the closing index finger to reach its tip, forming a pinch.
Alternatively, when class 3 is selected, the hand switches to Tripod grasping in which the
hand reaches a tripod configuration. Finally, when class 4 is selected the hand switches to

open palm configuration and the fingers remain inactive until another classes is selected.
Table 1-2: Four movements are classified from EMG signals and they are interpreted as
five possible pre-shapes configuration plus an open hand state.
Classified Movements i
Class 1
I

Class 2

j

Class 3
Class 4

I
!

Grasp Type
Cylindrical/Spherical/Lateral

j

Tip (thumb-index pinch)

j

__

TriPod
Open

I

_.__.__._..!
|
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Figure 1-4: Flow chart of the control algorithm.
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1.5.2 Force Control and Detection Stages

Once the grasping configuration is selected, the force control and the detection
stages are activated, and they work in conjunction with each other. In the force control
stage, the nonlinear model predictive control (NMPC) technique is implemented to
maintain a pre-determined level of force. When the grasping motion is stabilized, the
system alternates between the force control state and the detection state, in which any
sliding or unintended movement of the object can be monitored. When these movements
are detected, the level of force exerted by the fingers is modulated discretely, ensuring
that the grasping procedure is secure (see Figure 1-4). The force control and detection
stages often belong to the low-level of control defined in dexterous manipulation [15].
Control methodologies similar to the one described here have been proposed by
researchers in the area of prosthesis during the past [17-20], however the use of NMPC in
prosthetic hands has not yet been found in the literature.
1.5.3 Control Strategy Implementation

To implement the control strategy, software and hardware were designed to serve
as a flexible platform for the developing of the project. The hardware contains the motor

drivers, the position and force sensors, the signal conditioning system and the data
acquisition boards. The software part is divided in the real time controller (control
strategy) and offline training. The controller is implemented in LabVIEWT (National
Instruments) and Matlab (The MathWorks) is used for its training stage. Figure 1-5
shows the block diagram of the hardware architecture and the software of the controller.
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Each of these parts will be explained in more detail in the following sections. The
complete implementation is described in Appendices A and B.

Signal conditioning *~
Flex sensors

Pre-shape

Controller

Motor
Driver

J

Force sensors

"*"

Motors
H ar¡ Ci

Online (Labview)
Software

Hardware

Figure 1-5: Block diagram of the hardware architecture and the software of the
controller.

1 .6

Overview of the Testing Methodology

Since the proposed control strategy is composed of multiple subsystems, the
testing methodology was divided in several steps and grouped into two main evaluation
stages. During the first stage of evaluation, the main subsystems were tested separately
(force control and detection systems). Experiments were conducted to evaluate their
individual performance and assess their compatibility in a combined system. In the
second stage of evaluation, both subsystems were combined along with the pre-shape
stage in order to complete the control strategy. Experiments were then conducted to
evaluate the ability of the hand (and consequently the performance of the control
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strategy) to securely grasp several objects. In the next stage, the parameters of the control
strategy were optimized to minimize the slippage of the object from the hand. Finally, the
capability of the hand to adapt to situations potentially encountered in ADL was
evaluated. During this stage, experiments involving induced external forces over the
grasped object were conducted to evaluate the dynamic response of the hand.

CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

The human hand is a marvelous biological device designed not only to grasp and
manipulate objects, but also to serve as an exploratory and communicative tool. It is able

to produce both precision and power grasp, with amazing closing velocity and grasping
force control, which end up with a huge flexibility and adaptation to different scenarios.
This is achieved thanks to three main factors: the design of the skeletal structure of the
hand; the redundancy in the actuators and sensors (muscles and receptors); and the
neural control strategy of the central nervous system (CNS).
Historically, researches from many areas have been working in order to mimic the
structure and control of the human hand. The replacement of a missing limb has been of

huge interest by the academy and industry researchers due to the necessity of the amputee
population for better prosthetic devices. A review of the existing technologies in
prosthetics is presented in this chapter along with a short review of the human hand
characteristics and its control by the nervous system. Finally, some current low-cost
approaches are presented at the end of the chapter.
The aim of this review is to gather information about the state of the art in

advanced myoelectric upper-limb prosthetic devices and to define what is needed to
improve them and to reduce their cost.
16
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2. 1

The Human Hand and its Control

2.1.1 The Structure, Actuators and Receptors ofthe Human Hand
The human hand skeleton contains 27 bones that arrange in three groups: the

wrist bones or carpus bones (8 bones), the palm or metacarpus bones (5 bones) and the
phalanges or bones of the fingers (14 bones) [21]. Each of the four fingers has 3
phalanges and the thumb has two. Beside the articulations that the human hand has at the
carpus and metacarpus level, it has 3 articulations at each finger and two at the thumb.

The fingers articulate as follows: the first row of phalanges articulate at one end with the
metacarpals and at the other end with the second row of phalanges, which articulate with
the third row of phalanges. For the thumb the first phalange articulates with the
metacarpal bone and with the second phalange [21].

Figure 2-1 presents a model of the upper limb structure (according with A.
Morecki [22]). According to this model, the human arm contains 27 DoF; in which 22
DoF belong to only the hand. Changmock et al. [23] summarize the mechanical
equivalent of the human hand joints with a total of 21 DoF, in which the thumb is
considered to contain 5 DoF. The existence of a thumb and the possibility of its

opposition are unique features of the human hand that enable dexterous grasping and
object manipulation. Without the opposition of the thumb a minimum of 30 percentage of
the hand efficiency is lost [24].
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Figure 2-1: Upper limb mechanical model (from [22]).
The skeletal structure of the human hand is actuated by the voluntary muscles.

They consist of a fleshy part attached to one bone that ends in a cordlike structure, called
tendon, which passes over the connecting joint and attaches to the adjoined bone [24].
The muscles can shorten their length (referred as muscle contraction) to produce motion

by pulling the tendon [24]. The tendons allow reduced muscle volume at each joint,
which assists to the free movement of the bones.

The muscles that move the human hand are usually divided into extrinsic and
intrinsic. The former are the hand muscles located at the forearm and the latter are the

hand muscles located inside of it. Table 2-1 and Table 2-2 present the insertion and
function of the extrinsic and intrinsic muscles, respectively. The extrinsic muscles

produce mainly the flexion/extension, abduction/adduction and pronation/supination of
the hand; however some of them are used especially for flexing and extending the

fingers. The intrinsic muscles are more specialized for the flexion/extension of the fingers
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as well as for its abduction/adduction. It was suggested that the intrinsic muscles are used
to stabilize the fingers and for fine manipulation, while the extrinsic muscles are used for

grasping heavy objects [25]. Five special intrinsic muscles are dedicated to the thumb and
three to the little finger.
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Table 2-1 : insertion and function of the extrinsic muscles of the hand (from [21]).
Name
Pronator teres

Function

Insertion

Middle of the lateral surface of

Pronates the hand

thejadius

Flexor carpi

Second metacarpal

Flexes the hand and helps to abduct

Flexor retinaculum

Flexes the hand

Pisiform bone

Flexes and adduct the hand

2nd phalanx of the fingers

Flexes the 1 st and 2nd phalanx of
the fingers

Base of the distal phalanx of

Flexes thumb 2nd phalanx and

radialis
Palmaris

longus
Flexor carpi
ulnaris
Flexor

digitorum
sublimus

Flexor pollicis
longus
Flexor

digitorum
profundus
Pronator

quadratus
Extensor carpi

radialis longus_

the thumb

flexes, adducts the metacarpal

Base of the last phalanx of the
fingers

Flexes the last phalanx of the fingers

Border, palmar and surface ;
area prox. to ulnar notch of the ;

Pronates the hand

radius _
I
Base of the 2nd metacarpals !

Extends the hand
handand abducts the

Extensor carpi

Base of the 3rd metacarpals

Extends the hand

Base of the 5th metacarpals

Extends and adducts the hand

2nd and 3rd„Fphalanges
& of the
fingers

„Extends
. , the
., fingers
~
., wrist
· .
and, the

1st phalanx of the little finger

Extends the little finger

Radius

Supinates the hand

Base of the 1st metacarpal

Abducts the thumb and the wrist

Extensor

Base of the 1st phalanx of the

Extends the 1st phalanx of the

pollicis brevis

thumb

radialis J)revis
Extensor carpi
ulnaris
Extensor

digitorum
communis
Extensor

digiti minimi
Supinator
brevis
Abductor

pollicis longus
Extensor

„

„,

,

, ,

, ,

thumb and abducts the hand

!

Extends the 2nd phalanx of the

j

Extends and adducts the index

pollicis longus Base of the thumb last phalanx ,
Extensor
indicis

propius

The tendon of the Extensor

digitorum communis of index |

thumb ^ ^^ ^ ^
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Table 2-2: insertion and function of the intrinsic muscles of the hand (from [2.1]).
Name
Abductor

pollicis
brevis

Opponens
pollicis
Flexor

pollicis

Thenar

brevis.
Adductor

obliquus

pollicis
Adductor
transversurs

pollicis

Function

Base of the 1st phalanx of the

Abducts the thumb

thumb

Abducts, flexes and

Metacarpal bone of the thumb

the thumb

Base of the proximal phalanx

Flexes and adducts the

of the thumb

thumb

Base of the proximal phalanx

Adducts the thumb

of the thumb

Base of the 1 st phalanx of the
thumb

Ulnar border of the palm

side of the palm toward
the middle of the palm

Abductor

Base of the 1st phalanx of the
little finger and to the ulnar
border of the aponeurosis of

Abducts the little finger
and flexes its proximal
phalanx

Flexor digiti
minimi
brevis

Opponens
digiti minimi
Lumbricales

Interossei
dorsales

Interossei

i
J_

Adducts the thumb
Draws the skin at the ulnar

the Extensor digiti minimi

Intermediate

rotates the metacarpal of

Palmaris
brevis

digiti minimi

Hypothenar

Insertion

palmares

Base of the 1st phalanx of the
little finger
Metacarpal finger
bone of the little

Flexes the little finger
Abducts, flexes and

rotates the 5th metacarpal
Flex the

The tendinous expansion of
the Extensor digitorum
Base of the proximal
phalanges and into the

aponeuroses of the tendons of
the Extensorjligitorum

metacarpophalangeal

joints and extend the two
distal phalanges
Abduct the fingers, flex
the metacarpophalangeal
joint and extend the two
distal phalanges

Base of the 1st phalanx and

Adduci the fingers, flex

aponeurotic expansion of the

the metacarpophalangeal
joint arid extend the two
distal phalanges

I Extensor communis tendon to

the same finger

?
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A determined movement of the hand is usually produced by the action of two or

more muscles. For example, the flexion of the wrist is achieved by the flexor carpi

ulnaris, flexor carpi radialis and the palmaris longus muscles. Moreover, in order to flex
the fingers the extensor muscles of the wrist contract to avoid its flexion [21]. This
redundancy in the actuators of the hand is a complex problem from the control point of
view and it represents one of the key elements for the dexterous manipulation of the
human hand. Weghe et al. developed an anatomically-corrected test bed to analyze the
neural control of the human hand movements [26]. In one of their works, they focused on
muscle redundancy in precise manipulation [27], in which the control of six muscles (3
intrinsic and 3 extrinsic) was analyzed for the index finger. They hypothesize that the
intrinsic muscles are used more frequently in fine manipulation than the extrinsic ones
since they have a smaller force "gain" (smaller arm moment).
The human hand contains around 17,000 receptors that gather information about
the outside and the inside environment of the hand. Table 2-3 shows the sensory

receptors found in the human hand along with their functions. They can be classified
according to the stimuli they detect as tactile, thermoreceptors, nociceptors and
proprioceptors. Tactile receptors sense outside mechanical information such as touch,

pressure, and vibration Thermoreceptors detect temperature changes. Nociceptors are
pain receptors and can detect mechanical, chemical and thermal damage of tissue.
Finally, proprioceptors measure inside mechanical events like joint angulations, and
muscle and tendon streich. The redundancy in receptors is important to provide feedback

to the centra! nervous system. This information is vastly used for coordinating the motor
functions of the hand.
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Table 2-3: Sensory receptors classification and function.
Sensory Receptors
Classification

Function

Name
Free nerve

Detect touch and pressure

_endings

Tactile

Meissner's

Detect movement of objects over the surface, low

corpuscles

frequency vibrations and assist in texture recognition

Merkel's
discs
Hair endorgans
Ruffini's

Thermoreceptors

Detect movement of objects on the surface

end-organs

Detect prolonged touch and pressure and assist in
_
joint rotation detection
_ _

Pacinian

Detect tissue vibrations and other rapid changes in

corpuscles

tissues

Cold

Detect changes in temperatures between 10CC and
400C (peak at 24°C)
Detect changes50°C
in temperatures
(peak at 45°C)
between 300C and

receptors
Warmth
receptors
Thermal

Nociceptors

Detect continuous touch of objects against the skin .
and assist in texture recognition

Mechanical
Chemical
? Muscle

J spindles

; Deep joint
Proprioceptors j receptors

F Golgi

tendon

Detect freezing cold and burning hot temperatures

____

(below 100C and above 450C)
Detect mechanical damage oftissues
Detect chemical damage oftissues
Measure muscle length

Measure joint angulations
Measure tendon tension

receptors

2.1.2 Control of.the Dexterous Manipulation ofthe Human Hand
Each skeletal muscle fiber is innervated by myelinated nerves that originate from

large motor neurons in the spinal cord forming a neuromuscular junction [28]. The motor
nerves control the muscles contraction through the spreading of action potentials. The
motor control of each skeletal muscle of the human body is divided in different levels.

Each level accomplishes different functions to assist in the execution cf the different
movements, and most of the time, they are organized hierarchically. Three specific levels
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are encountered in the motor control of the nervous system: the spinal level, the hindbrain
level and the motor cortex level.

In the spinal level, programmed motion patterns are encountered that assist in the
performing of automatic movements such as pain-associated reflexes or the combination
of different muscle contractions for walking. These motion patterns are controlled by
higher levels of control, which dictate when they have to be activated or inhibited [28].
The hindbrain level assists in the motor control of tasks associated with muscle tone

control for maintaining body equilibrium and for the specific task of standing [28]. The
motor cortex level controls most of the voluntary movements by controlling the signals of
the spinal level. It sends parallel commands to initiate different patterns in the spinal
cord, and it can even bypass the Spinal level if necessary [28].
Two associated brain structures, the cerebellum and the basal ganglia, are also

important in the motor control. The cerebellum functions with the spinal level to rapidly
increase the stretch reflex when an unexpected load is detected. It also assists in

maintaining the equilibrium of the body as well as in movement planning of smooth and
rapid changes from one direction to another. The basal ganglia helps to produce
unconscious planed sequential movements such as writing, throwing a ball or typing [28].
The dexterous manipulation of the human hand is the product of the fine control

of the nervous system of the different muscles of the hand. The key component of this
control is prediction [29, 30]. Figure 2-2 shows a descriptive diagram of the control
strategy used by the nervous system during object manipulation. The object is first
recognized by visual or haptic information. This triggers internal parametric models of
object dynamics, created during the learning process, which determines the commands
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that have to be sent to the muscles to perform a determined manipulation task. At the
same time, these models contain information of the predictive sensory information that

should be received given the observed object. This information is then compared to the
sensory information received from the tactile receptors of the hand. If a mismatch is
found (presence or absence of a determined sensory signal), the muscle commands are
updated as well as the internal models [29].

Sensor** motor

Visual
feedback

control

muscles

\
Internal
models

Object
Comparison

Receptor
feedback

Object
Figure 2-2: Predictive sensory control of the motor system (following [29]).
Note that a closed loop appears in the control of the manipulation task.
However, the feedback information is used to monitor the task progress and not to

directly control the task. This happens mainly because of the large time delay (100 ms)
associated with the conduction and processing of the sensory information as well as with
muscle activation, which would limit the time response of the hand [29, 30].
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During multidigit manipulation (as well as in two-digit manipulation), the nervous
system attempts to minimize the normal force exerted by the fingertips over the surface
of the grasped object, while preventing slippage. That is, the normal force increase
parallel with the load force, exceeding (minimally) the minimum force level to ensure
grasping stability [31].

2.2 Upper Limb Amputation and its Replacement
2.2. 1 Upper Limb Amputation: Surgery and Level Classification
The initial surgical therapy as well as the initial occupational therapy plays an
important first step for the future use of the residual limb [I]. One of the most efficient
surgical techniques is to attach the residual limb to the bone. This gives support for fitting
the prosthesis and makes it easier to contract the muscles. Besides the surgery, issues
such as wound care, scar management, residual limb shaping and edema control are
important and need to be correctly addressed in order to minimize the impact of the

amputation [I]. The length of the residual limb is also important and needs to be taken
into account since the fitting of any prosthesis depends also on this factor.
Different amputation levels are described in Figure 2-3. The degree of motion

depends on the location of the amputation. Transradial level (below elbow) is the most
common in upper limb amputation. It allows good distribution of the forces and the easy

fitting of prosthetic devices [I]. Elbow disarticulation is one of the most complicated
level of amputation since it limits the elbow motion, which translates to prosthetic length
issues and deterioration of cosmetics [I]. In transhumerai (above elbow^) amputation

level, the length of the residual limb is important because it determines the amount of

space available to fit a prosthesis that has an artificial elbow [I]. Finally, higher levels of
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amputation present more challenging issues for prosthesis fitting such as weight,
appearance and heat dissipation [I].
Various anatomic levels of

Upper extremity amputation

Levels and loss

an upper extremity amputation
— — — — — — — Forequarter amputation (FQ)

— t- — —
0-30%

Shoulder disarticulation (SO)

Very short ?bove elbow (AE:

30-50%
Short above elbow (AE)

50-90%

90-100%

— — —
0-35%

--------------35-55%

55-90%
90-100%

Standard above elbow (AE)

Long above elbow (AE)
Elbow disarticulation (EDV

Very short below elbow (BE;
Short below elbow (BE)

|_ong below elbow (BE)
Wrist disarticulation (WD)

Carpal disarticulation (CD)
— ¦*— — —

Transmetacarpai

Figure 2-3: Amputation levels [32].
2.2.2 Upper Limb Replacement

The replacement of an upper limb is a complex task since the high dexterity of the
hand and arm systems, the space and weight constraints, the cosmetic appearance and the
psychological factors implicit in this task, which specifically depend and vary from one

amputee to another. A prosthesis is a device intended to return some of the function and
physical appearance of a missing limb.
Several types of prostheses are available that allow the user to recover some
natural functions. They are summarized in Table 2-4. The selection of a given prosthesis
depends on the user's condition, preferences and objectives. In some cases, an amputee
may be best served by no prosthesis at all. Therefore, the early stage of the patient
assessment is very important for the amputee.
Table 2-4: Characteristics of different types of prostheses.
Type

Cost

Control
effort

Function

Cosmetics

Weight

Feedback

Cosmetic

High

Very low

Least

Best

Light

No

Bodypowered

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Least

Moderate

Highest

? Electrically
powered

Highest

Least

Highest

Moderate

Heaviest

Limited

Hybrid

Moderate

Moderate

High

Moderate

Heavy

Moderate

Moderate

High

Pour

Moderate

No

Activityspecific

Cosmetic (or passive) prostheses mainly mimic the appearance of the remaining
limb but lack the ability to grasp. However, their use demands low effort and minimum

maintenance. Active prostheses, divided in body-powered, electrically powered and

hybrid, offer more functional characteristics at the cost of incrementing the weight and
reducing the cosmetics.
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Body-powered prostheses are mechanical devices that are actuated by motion of

some part of the amputee body. This body motion is translated to a motion of the
prosthesis, such as open/close of the hand or flexion/extension of the elbow, by mean of a
cable. They are the most common prosthetic device in the United States [I]. The main
drawback of these devices is the limited range of motion given by the harness. However,

they offer a high level of sensory feedback, which is very appreciated by the amputee
population.

Externally powered prostheses use an electric source (a battery) to power electric
motors, which actuate the prosthesis. The most common way that the user commands the

prosthesis is by surface EMG electrode, but other input devices, such as switches, servos,
linear transducers, potentiometers and touch pads, are also used to control the prosthetic
device [I]. The advantages of these devices are the ease of control and lack of a need for
a harness and in most of the cases the grasping force is increased with respect to the

body-powered counterpart. Some disadvantages are the cost, weight and limitation in
sensory feedback [32].

The hybrid option is a mixture between the body-powered prostheses and the
externally powered devices. The most common combination is the use of a body-powered
elbow with an electric hand and wrist [I]. Another option is an electric elbow with a

body-powered hand. A final option is an activity-specific prosthesis, which is a device
optimized to perform some determined activities, such as sports, gardening or repairing
tasks. They are well-suited to the specific task but are not generally appropriate for other
activities. They also tend to lack cosmetics.
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The common components of an upper limb prosthetic device are the socket, the
suspension, the control-cable system (for body powered prostheses), the control system
with the power supply (for externally powered prostheses), and the terminal device. The
socket is the interface between the residual limb and the prosthesis. Usually, it contains
two layers: an inner soft layer and a hard outer layer. The inner layer covers the residual
limb and the outer one prolongs the prosthesis to mimic the length of the counterpart limb
[32]. The suspension is the part of the prosthesis in charge of attaching it to the residual
limb. There are three types of suspensions: the harness-based, the self-suspended sockets
and the suction sockets. The control-cable system is the mechanism used to control the
movements of a body-powered prosthetic device, by translating the movements of others

part of the body. These movements are transmitted to the prosthetic device mechanically
by a cable system [32]. Some externally powered prostheses use a control system
embedded in a microprocessor to control the devices movements. A battery is needed in
this case to supply the energy to the microprocessor and to the sensors and actuators.

Finally, the terminal device is the most distal part of the prosthesis. It can be divided also
into passive and active. The passive terminal device can be divided again for cosmetic
and for function. The active terminal devices are more functional than passive but usually

less cosmetic [32]. They can be categorized as either hooks or prosthetic hands.
Prosthetic hands allow more degrees of freedom and are more cosmetic than hooks.

However, hooks are lighter than prosthetic hands. In addition, specific terminal devices
are fabricated to match a specific task as mentioned before [32].
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2.3

State of the Art in Advanced Upper-Limb Prostheses

2.3.1 Mechanical Design

During the past decade, different approaches have been addressed by researchers
in industry and the academy in order to meet the mechanical requirements of upper limb
prosthetic devices. The key elements of these devices are:
a) Anthropomorphic size
b) Light weight
c) Sufficient DoF
d) Large grip force
e) Low control effort
f) Low noise

g) Cosmetics

One of the major challenges on the design of dexterous prosthetic hands is to find
a balance among large number of DoF, large grip forces, small size actuators and reduced
weight. A feasible solution to this problem is the use of underactuated mechanisms.
An underactuated system is one that contains more DoF than actuators. In an

underactuated system (e.g. a finger) the torque is generated at one point (its proximal
section) and transmitted to the adjoined parts (the phalanges) through either a wire-pulley
system or rigid links [33]. While wires reduce the dimensions of the mechanism, the links
are more robust and lead to larger grip forces [34]. Mechanical limits and passive
elements, such as springs, constrain the system to adapt to the object shape [33].

In addition to having a reduced number of actuators, which reduce the weight and
cost, underactuated systems allow a grasping configuration that is adaptable to the shape
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of the object is obtained, which produces a more stable grasping configuration [35].
Figure 2-4 shows this concept.

C

B
A

D

a

\

4

?

?

Figure 2-4: Adaptation of an underactuated system to the shape of an object (from [34]).
The underactuation concept has been applied to the design of several upper limb
prosthetic devices [19, 34, 36-47]. The CyberHand [19, 48], a five-fingered prosthetic
hand that contains 16 DoF and 6 motors, is actuated using a tendon-cable system. One

motor per finger drives its 3 phalanges and one motor is used to produce the thumb
abduction or adduction. This prosthetic hand is designed to restore not only the function

of the missing limb, but also the sense of touch, giving to the amputee the opportunity of
feeling what the hand is grasping.

An improved version of the CyberHand, the SmartHand [6, 39, 49], is one of the
most advanced prosthetic hands. It also contains 16 DoF, but only 4 motors since the
middle, ring and little fingers all move together. All the motors are integrated in the palm
of the hand and transmit their torque by an underactuated system similar to its ancestor.
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Figure 2-5: Left: CyberHand (from [48]). Right: SmartHand (from [6]).
Another hand that uses the underactuation concept is the HIT/DLR [41, 42].

In this hand, the thumb and index are driven by one motor each one and the other three
fingers by another one. The thumb also contains a motor for its opposition. It uses
underactuated bars and torsional springs to flex and extend the fingers, which can exert a
maximum force of 10 N. The silicone hand [44] is an underactuated system with 10

passive DoF controlled by only one motor. In this design, the springs are replaced by
compliant joints since the entire hand is made of silicone (Figure 2-6). A tendon-cable
system is used to transmit the power of the motor to the fingers. A similar prosthetic hand
design by Kamikawa and Maeno [40] has 15 DoF and only one motor. Grasping force up
to 20 N were achieved with finger closing time less than one second.
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Figure 2-6: Silicon hand (from [44]).
The SPRING hand [34] and the Southampton REMEDÍ hand [50] are additional

underactuated prosthetic systems. The former is a three-fingered hand that contains 8
DoF and one motor. The underactuation is produced by means of a slider, a differential
mechanism and a belt-pulley system. The latter is a five-fingered hand actuated with 6
motors (4 for the fingers and two for the thumb). Each finger contains 6 bar linkages
(capable of exerting up to 9 N) and a locking system for saving power (see Figure 2-7).
Finally, a multifunctional underactuated prosthetic hand with extrinsic actuation is
presented by Dalley et al [36]. It contains 16 DoF driven by 5 DC motors using a tendoncable mechanism and torsional springs located at the joints of each finger. The position of
thumb opposition is driven by a DC motor.
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Figure 2-7: Southampton REMEDÍ hand (from [50]).
In another approach, the use of direct active control of each joint, (equal number
of DoF than actuators) has been reported [51]. Even though, this approach presents the
limitation of less DoF due to the size of the motors (which are not small enough to fit in

each joint and at the same time meet the anthropomorphic constraint) they have in
general the advantage of larger grasping forces.
An example of this type of mechanism is the commercially available

SensorHand™ Speed from the company Otto Bock [51]. It contains 1 DoF controlled
with a DC motor that is connected to a clutch. This mechanism allows the switch between

a high speed gear' ratio and a high torque gear ratio. The SensorHand

Speed has three

active fingers: the thumb, index and middle fingers, which are connected mechanically
and move all together. All fingers contain only one bended phalanx and the thumb is in
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an opposable fixed position which allows cylindrical and pinch grasping configurations
(see Figure 2-8). The maximum grip force achieved with this hand is 100 N.

à

Figure 2-8: The SensorHand'M Speed from Otto Bock (from [51]).
The DARPA project "Revolutionizing Prosthesis" is developing another upper

limb prosthesis that uses mostly active mechanisms [7, 52]. The group seeks to develop a
new generation of prosthetic arm that will restore the functional and sensing aspect of the
missing limb. They have created a five-fingered hand with 18 DoF controlled by 18
compliant DC motors embedded inside the hand and the wrist (Figure 2-9). Each finger
has 3 joints with 2 associated motors. The index, ring and little fingers contain abduction
or adduction motors and the thumb contain 4 DoF.
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Figure 2-9: Female and male version of the DARPA program five-fingered hand (from
[7])·

A new prosthetic hand, commercially available since 2007, which would is in
between active and underactuated hand, is the i-LIMB from Touch Bionics [5]. It is one
of the most dexterous hands on the market, and consists of a five fingers controlled

independently by five DC motors (see Figure 2-10). Each finger contains 2 phalanges,
with the distal phalanx bended (simulating a third fixed one). It is made of high-strength
plastic in a modular design, which allows the easy interchange of the pieces that
constitute the hand. The motion of the DC motors is transmitted by a toothed belt
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(underactuation) to the phalanges. The thumb can be manually rotated to produce
different grip patterns.
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Figure 2-10: The i-LIMB from Touch Bionics (from [5]).
In these approaches, DC motors have been used to drive the mechanisms of the
hand. However, researchers have been investigating other options to actuate prosthetic
hands. For example, a gas-actuated prosthetic arm has been developed by Fite et al. [47].
This arm contains 21 DoF (17 DoF for the hand) and 9 gas-based pneumatic actuators,
from which 5 are dedicated to the hand. The gas used to actuate the arm is

monopropellant hydrogen peroxide that is controlled by small-sized servovalves. The
hand is underactuated and contains compliant joints given by torsional springs. Figure
2-11 shows a prototype of the gas-actuated arm. The servovalves control the cylinders

that perform the motion by pulling tendon-cables routed towards the hand.
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Figure 2-11: Gas-actuated prosthetic arm (from [47]).
Another pneumatic arm was proposed by Takeda et al. [46]. The actuator is
made of a rubber balloon that is fed with air through channels and it is covered by a net.
When the balloon is inflated (expanded) its length is shortened, which produces a linear
motion that is translated to the joints.

A different approach has been addressed by Andrianesis and Tzes [37]. They used

a shape memory alloy as the actuator for a prosthetic hand. This alloy contracts when it is
heated, and leads to linear motion. One of the advantages of this kind of actuation is that

no audible noise is produced. In their work, they developed a 16 DoF prosthetic hand
driven by 7 actuators (see Figure 2-12). The actuation mechanism was specially designed
to exploit the use of shape alloy wires (in this case Nitinol), which are located in the
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forearm of the prosthesis. The wires are heated by an applied current, and the motion is
translated by sliding plates. Extension is produced by springs, and a locking mechanism
is included to save power consumption.
- -ÎW-

\),; y

Figure 2-12: Prosthetic hand with shape memory alloy actuators (from [37]).
2.3.2 Sensory Systems

The sensory system is a key element of the current advanced upper-limb

prostheses. In the past decade, prostheses were equipped with only one joint (one DoF)
and no sensory feedback. With the advance in sensor technology, new miniature sensors
have been developed that make possible integration into reduced spaces such as a

fingertip or a phalanx joint. In general, in order to produce dexterous manipulation and
stable grasping it is necessary to have some degree of propioceptive feedback (e.g. joint
position) and exteroceptive feedback (such as contact force). Object slip detection is also
a very important issue to ensure the secure grasping and object manipulation in ADL.
The sensory information is then fed back either to the control system of the

prosthetic device or to the user. Information such as surface temperature, contact force
and slippage may be useful for the user to obtain some degree of sense and control over

the prosthetic device [53]. This concept is represented in Figure 2-13. The sensors placed
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in the prosthesis (a and b) can be used to automatically adjust the grip force (c) or it can
be fed to the user by different ways such as the bones (d), the peripheral nerves (e), the
skin (f) or by acoustic channels (g).
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Figure 2-13: Sensory substitution in prosthetics (from [53]).
Several approaches have been used to design and fabricate exteroceptive sensors

for prosthetic applications. Tactile/force sensors and slippage sensors are commonly used
in prosthetics for exteroceptive feedback. Göer et al. presented a tactile sensor that can
measure pressure profiles and vibrations in the sensor surface [54]. In this approach, a
commercial array-based pressure profile sensor (DSA 9330/9335) was modified by
embedding a piezoelectric PVDF (Polyvinylidene Fluoride) into the sensor, in this way
not only the pressure profile is obtained, but also object slip detection is possible. The use
of arrays of tactile and force sensors has also been presented in [55], in which a matrix of
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64 piezoresistive force sensors were used (similar to Figure 2-14). Moreover, Edin et al.
described an array of on-off sensors for the detection of mechanical discrete events [56].
/

Vj
Figure 2-14: Sample of an array-based force sensor scheme [55].
in another direction, the use of fluid-based force sensors has been investigated

[57, 58]. This kind of sensor consists of a rigid core surrounded by a fluid, which is
contained by a flexible skin. When an external pressure deforms the fluid, the
deformation can be measured either by electrodes placed in the rigid core (if the fluid is
conductive, then the change in the impedance of the electrode is measured) or by a
pressure sensor embedded inside the fluid. This concept is illustrated in Figure 2-15.
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Figure 2-15: Fluid-based biomimetic tactile sensor (from [58]).
The use of micro electromechanical systems (MEMS) to fabricate miniaturized
tactile sensors has also been extensively investigated. A 3-axial force sensor that can

detect normal and tangential forces was presented by Carrozza et al. in [19]. The same
sensor was then embedded in soft compliant flexible packaging that allows it to be used
as a slippage detector [59]. A capacitance-based contact force was developed by Chappell
and Elliott [60], which consists of two plates separated by an elastic material that acts as
a dielectric. Then, a change in pressure is translated as a change in the capacitance of the
sensor. A more complete sensor was developed later, in which slip detection and changes
in temperature are also detected [61, 62]. Thick-film printing technology was applied to
produce this multifunction sensor (see Figure 2-16).
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Figure 2-16: Thick-film multifunction sensor (from [62]).
Optical-based sensors are another option for tactile sensors. Four optical sensors
[63] were placed in the SmartHand in the intermediate and proximal phalanges of the
fingers [39, 49]. Finally, the use of strain gauges for normal and tangential force sensing
was also applied [64, 65].

Propioceptive sensors have been investigated in order to offer feedback from the
mechanism itself. The use of a cable tension sensor was reported in [19, 35, 39, 49] for

the design of the CyberHand and the SmartHand. It uses strain gauges to measure the
stretch of the cable, an indirect measure of the force exerted over the object. In the
SmartHand, motor current sensors were also implemented to provide and indirect
measurement of the applied force. Another way of measuring cable tension was

implemented by Fite et al. [47], which uses load cells between the tendon-cable and the
actuator.

Joint position information is also useful information in fine manipulation. Hall
effect sensors have been extensively used for this kind of measurement [19, 36, 41, 64,

65]. The main advantage of this type of sensors is the small size and the frictionless
characteristics. Finally, motor encoders can be used as propioceptive sensors in prosthetic
hands [19, 36].
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2.4

Control Strategies in Advanced Upper-Limb Prosthesis

Different control strategies to drive prosthetic hands have been proposed during
the past decades. The four strategies most commonly used are open loop control systems
[36, 66-74] (Figure 2-17, a), closed loop systems with feedback to the user [53, 75-79]
(Figure 2-17, b), closed loop systems with feedback to the control system [5, 18, 19, 35,
41, 64, 65, 80-83] (Figure 2-17, c), and hybrid closed loop systems with feedback to both
the user and the control system [20, 49, 84, 85] (Figure 2-17, d).
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Figure 2-17: Different control strategies of upper-limb prosthetic devices, (a) Open-loop
control, (b) Closed-loop feedback to the user, (c) Closed-loop feedback to the device, (d)
Closed-loop feedback to both the device and the user.

2.4.1 Open Loop
Prosthetic devices have been controlled with EMG signals, where a classifier is
used to decode the muscle contractions. We consider these systems to be open loop

because only visual feedback is obtained. One implementation uses the information from
the EMG amplitude. Then, the grasping force and joint angle are usually controlled by
the amplitude of the EMG signals and the grip configuration is determined by the level
of activation of different muscles [66, 70]. Pattern recognition-based classifiers are also
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extensively used to discriminate many DoF. These classifiers have reached higher level
of accuracy in multifunction prosthesis than conventional muscle activation-based
classifiers [69, 71-74]. Specific features containing useful information are first extracted
from the raw EMG signal. Then, they are used as inputs to a classifier, which determines
which hand motions correspond to the feature set. The output of the classifier is lastly
connected directly to the actuators of the hand.
The main drawback of this technique is the possible number of DoFs controllable

by these systems, which in general is limited relative to the user necessity. The
classification of EMG signals is a complex task when large number of controllable DoFs
is demanded (such in the control of prosthetic hand). Hence, the number of separable
classes is small and the controllable DoFs are also small. In addition, this type of

controller is not easy to operate since the user must learn to differentiate several types of

multiple muscle contractions to control the prosthesis, which increases the psychological
effort and muscle fatigue [18].

2.4.2 Closed Loop Systems with Feedback to the User
A second group developed exteroceptive and propioceptive sensory systems in

order to bring to the user sensory feedback information. As described in section 2.3.2 and
illustrated in Figure 2-13, there are different ways of achieving user stimulation. With
these kinds of stimulations the user can obtain information of touch and slippage, which

contributes in improving the dexterity of the control of the prosthesis [85] and the
comfort of the users.

The most common channel of stimulation is by the skin (non-invasive methods)
such as electrical and mechanical stimulation [75, 78, 79]. In general, the stimulation is
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produced at some location near to the residual limb. A particular case is presented by
Panarese et al. [78], in which grasping force feedback stimulation was delivered to the tip
of the participants toes. The idea of giving sensory feedback through the toes seems to
overcome common constraints like the limitation in the possible level of feedback

discrimination, the problems associated to skin adaptation and to the generation of
unpleasant sensations. However, miniaturization of the whole haptic system and
improvements in the bandwidth and time delay are necessary before this system can be
used by the amputee population [78].
Direct signals from the nervous system are the most natural and promising mode
of stimulating a prosthetic device. Dhillon and Horch developed a feedback system by
connecting nerves on an amputee stump [77]. The system was successfully fed
information about grip force and joint position to the amputee, which improved the
control of an artificial arm. Nevertheless, this feedback mode is highly invasive and not

yet sufficiently developed for long-term implementation.
2.4.3 Closed Loop Systems with Feedback to the Control System
To reduce the control effort of multifunction prosthetic hands, different closed

loop control systems were developed in which the sensory information is fed only to the
controller. The user still has the control of the prosthesis, but the control is organized in a
hierarchical structure, in which the EMG signals are classified in a functional way. That

is, only the intent of the user to open/close the hand (and in some cases a grip pattern
selection) are classified. The prosthetic device then takes care of automatically grasping
the object by modulating the grasping force to avoid object slippage. The grasp is
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implemented by an automatic control system that uses sensory feedback to adapt to the
shape of the object and to hold it without producing deformation.
Cipriani et al. developed a closed loop control system for the CyberHand [35] that
uses the feedback information in two subsequent stage. The first stage consists of a pre-

shape of the hand (depending on the selected grip pattern), in which a position control is
used to configure the finger in the desired pattern. The second stage is a grip force control
to adjust the grasping force in order to produce a stable grasp around the object.

Touch

\

V
Hod

Squeeze

Figure 2-18: Control strategy scheme (from [18]).

In another approach, Light et al. presented a control strategy hierarchical
organized to control the multifunction Southampton-REMEDI prosthetic hand [18]. It is
also a stage-based control scheme, illustrated in Figure 2-18. At first the hand adopts a

grip position controlled by the user. Then, the system switches to a touch state where the
hand exerts minimal force over the object. After that, when the user decides to hold the

object by a contraction of the muscle, the system switches to a hold state where the hand
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adjusts the grasping force to hold the object while avoiding slippage. A squeeze signal
from the user makes the hand open and release the object.

Engeberg et al. have used several closed loop control approaches to improve the
controllability of the Motion Control hand [64, 65, 81]. Even though in this hand the user
controls the grip force directly from the EMG signals, a force control assists in the
grasping task. The force-derivative feedback in the force control loop increased the
sensibility of the applied force. It increases the damping, which reduces the force
overshoot at the beginning of the grasping [65]. In another work, Engeberg et al.

presented a hybrid force-velocity-position control implemented also in the Motion
Control hand. This system was reported to improve the overshoot problem in initial

grasping force regarding to open loop and force control systems [64]. Finally, an adaptive
slip prevention system that uses the derivative of the shear force was reported in [81].
The system improved the force control of the Motion Control hand, as demonstrated by
quantitative and qualitative results of bench top and human experiments.
Wettels et al. used the biomimetic tactile sensor described in section 2.3.2 (refer

to Figure 2-15), to implement a grip control strategy [80] based on the control scheme
shown in Figure 2-19. The control system is based on the computation of the normal and
tangential force signals from the fluid-based tactile sensor. The algorithm uses this
information to detect slippage, and it adjusts the grip force accordingly.
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Figure 2-19: Control scheme of a grip control using a biomimetic fluid-based sensor
(from [80]).

Although each study presented in this section relies on different control
techniques, they all greatly reduce both the amount of concentration required by the user
and the handling errors [18].

2.4.4 Hybrid Closed Loop Control Systems
Researchers have been developing hybrid systems that combine the ability of
automatic control systems to accomplish tasks such as holding and grasping (section

2.4.3) with the ability of signals fed back to the user to improve user control (section
2.4.2)

Figure 2-20 shows a hybrid control scheme described by Luo et al. [85]. The
opening and closing of the hand is controlled by the user by means of EMG signals
recorded from the residual limb. Tactile sensory feedback (touch and slippage) is

obtained from sensors placed in a 2 DoF prosthetic hand. The sensory information is fed
to the user by electric shock stimulation, where one frequency represents touch and
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another frequency represents slippage. The tactile feedback is also sent to the controller
to automatic avoid slippage. The user has the control of the hand before and after it
touches the object, but not during the holding and grasping task.
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Figure 2-20: Hybrid control system with feedback to both the user and the control system
(from [85]).

A similar approach is presented by Cotton et al. [20]. The authors present a
scheme similar to the one shown in Figure 2-20, in which the user controls the opening,

closing and stopping of the hand and an automatic control system controls the grasping
process. Sensory feedback is sent to the user by electro-stimulation in order to offer
perceptual information. Finally, a hierarchical structure is presented by Cipriani et al.
[84], In this work, different levels of control are presented to drive an underactuated
prosthetic hand, which contain many propioceptive and exteroceptive sensors. A high
level of the structure is used to select grip patterns and also to inform the user about

sensory events. The low level is used to automatically adjust the grasping force and to
adapt the finger close around the object in order to obtain stable grasping without the
supervision of the user.
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2.5

Low-Cost Approaches

Although many approaches have been proposed towards the developing of lowcost lower-limb prostheses, only a few upper-limb counterparts have been reported. In the

early development, most of the low cost approaches are reduced to body-powered
prosthesis. Sitek et al. presented a low-cost body-powered arm made with inexpensive
materials with socket fabricated with a simple technique that reduces the need for
specialized labor skills and costly equipment [H].

*m

Figure 2-21 : Body-powered low-cost prosthetic hand (modified from [86]).
An inexpensive body-powered underactuated hand is proposed with one DoF and
made of an elastomeric polymer casting on a mould [86]. Doshi et al. presented a more

complex but cost effective body-powered prosthetic hand [87]. It contains 3 joints in each
finger and a manually opposable thumb covered with a soft polyurethane foam, offering
an adaptive grip that conforms to the shape of the objects [87]. Nevertheless, these hands
are limited in dexterity since they are body-powered and allow the user to control only a
few DoF.
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Figure 2-22: Gloveless endoskeletal low-cost prosthetic hand (from [87]).

CHAPTER 3

MECHATRONIC DESIGN OF THE PROTOTYPE

A mechatronic design of a five-finger robotic hand was developed as a flexible

platform for implementing and evaluating the proposed control strategy. The design
feature criteria are outlined below:

a) The prototype must contain four underactuated fingers plus an opposable thumb.
b) The index finger, the middle fingers, and the thumb must move independently.
c) The prototype must match the human hand in weight and dimensions.
d) The prototype must contain force and joint position sensory feedback at a cost
less than 100 USD.

e) The prototype construction must be simple, inexpensive and flexible enough to
allow modifications.

f) The prototype must contain enough DoF and grip force to produce most of the
ADL.

The mechatronic design was focused in the development of a rapid prototype of
the hand. Therefore, issues concerning material selection, efficiency of the mechanical

systems (gears, pulleys, etc.) and miniaturization of the electronic boards are outside the
scope of this dissertation. We believe that improvements in the mechatronic aspect of the
prototype only can improve the performance of the control strategy and not deteriorate it.
54
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This chapter presents a chronological description of the mechatronic design and
fabrication of the prototype. The design contained several stages, from the design of a
single finger to the development of the second generation prototype. The sensor used and
the electronic circuits are also described. Finally, a brief cost analysis of the entire
prototype is presented at the end of the chapter.
3.1

Mechanical Design

3.1.1 Preliminary Finger Design

As a first step towards the design of the prototype we fabricated the underactuated
finger shown in Figure 3-1. A model was implemented in SolidWorks and printed in
ABS plastic on a rapid prototyping machine. It contained 3 phalanges and its dimensions
were larger than a real finger for testing purposes. The flexion of the finger is obtained

by a tendon-cable that runs inside the finger and is attached at one end to the tip of the
finger and at the other end to a motor-gear system located at the base (not shown in
Figure 3-1). The extension of the finger is achieved by torsion springs located at the
joints of the phalanges. The idea behind this system is to mimic the mechanism of a real
finger and at the same time to take advantage of the underactuated mechanism. It is
considered an underactuated device because the number of actuators used is less than the

possible DoF. In this case, the finger has 3 DoF (each DoF refers to a separate joint
movement that is not controlled independently) and only one motor.
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Figure 3-1: Underactuated finger.

Potentiometers were placed at each joint of the finger and a cost effective force
sensor resistor (FSR) was placed at the tip. Silicone rubber was attached to the finger tip
in order to increase the sensibility of the force sensor. Three modalities were tried and the
schematics are shown at the top of Figure 3-2. The last sensor placement configuration is
shown at the bottom of Figure 3-2. Modality number two was selected for the sensor
placement.

This prototype served as a first platform to test the sensor placement and the
overall performance of the system, as well as a decision support towards the development
of the whole hand.
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Figure 3-2: Schematics of three different positions for testing the force sensor.
3.1.2 First Generation Prototype

Based on the results of the previous finger design, a low-cost five fingered
underactuated hand with 10 DoF was constructed (Figure 3-3) as the first generation
prototype. Each finger contains two phalanges and the distal phalange has been bended at
the tip. It was designed in SolidWorks CAD software and printed in ABS plastic on a
rapid prototyping machine. The thumb, index and middle fingers are the active fingers
that are driven independently by three low-cost DC gear motors (MS-1 6024-050 from
BaneBots, Loveland, CO). The ring and little fingers are passive and mechanically
connected to the middle finger by mean of gears and these three fingers move all

together. Note that we are not concerned in making the ring and little fingers move
independently, because their major function is to stabilize the grasped object during a
cylindrical or spherical grasp. The flexion of each finger is controlled by a flexor tendon-
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cable connected to a pulley. The pulley is attached to a worm-gear system driven by the
DC motors. This worm gear system allows the level of exerted force to be maintained by
each finger even when the DC motor is turned off, working as a locking system and
reducing the power consumption. In addition, the extension of the fingers is achieved by
springs connected to an extensor tendon-cable. All the actuators and gear systems are
housed inside the palm of the hand. The fingers and the palm are covered with soft foam
to increase the grip of the hand and to assist in slip detection. The sensory system
consisting of inexpensive FSR (Interlink Electronics, Camarillo, CA) and potentiometers
is placed at the tip of each active finger and at the proximal and middle joints on the
active fingers, respectively.
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Figure 3-3: First hand generation. CAD model (left). Actual prototype (right).
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3.1.3 Second Generation Prototype

An improved design of the first generation prototype was fabricated and it is
shown in Figure 3-4. Similar to its previous design, it contains five fingers. Each finger
consisted of two phalanges and its tip was slightly bent. The thumb, index and middle
fingers moved independently, driven by three inexpensive DC gear motors (MS- 16024050 from BaneBots, Loveland, CO) by means of a tendon-cable system. The ring finger
and little finger were mechanically connected and were allowed to follow the middle
finger. The gear reduction ratio for the motors that drive the index and thumb fingers was
24:1 while for the middle finger was 38:1. The tendon-cable was connected to the DC
motors by a worm gear system attached to a pulley (similar to the previous design). The
extension of the finger was achieved by a spring fixed across the dorsal part of the palm
and at the extensor tendon cable.

One more DoF was added to the thumb in order to produce its opposition. This

movement is performed manually by means of a mechanical system that allows fixing the
thumb in two positions. This design avoids the addition of a fourth motor to produce the
thumb abduction or adduction, reducing the cost and power consumption.
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Figure 3-4: CAD model of the second generation prototype.
The whole hand was designed in SolidWorks CAD software and was printed in

ABS plastic with a rapid prototype machine. As a result, the robotic hand contains 10
DoF driven passively by the DC motors and one DoF controlled manually, which
produces several types of grasp configurations such as cylindrical grasp, pinch grasp,
lateral grasp and spherical grasp.
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aw«

Figure 3-5: Fabrication of the silicone glove.
In order to protect the hand and to increase the grip, a flexible glove was

designed. Liquid silicone rubber (Dragon Skin™) was selected as the glove material to
provide both flexibility and resistance. This material has been used in other prosthetics
[88]. To fabricate the glove, first, a mold of the hand was created and then the silicone
rubber was applied to the mold layer by layer until the desired thickness for the glove was
obtained (see Figure 3-5). After curing, the glove was peeled off from the mold and used
to cover the robotic hand. Figure 3-6 shows the prototype wearing the silicone glove.
The glove improved the grip and the cosmetic appearance of the hand.
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«

Figure 3-6. Hand prototype wearing the silicone glove.
3.1.4 Grasping Patterns

The mechanical aspect of the prototype was designed to produce several grasping
patterns in order to assist the user in performing most of the ADL. For this design the
taxonomy presented in [89] was follows. However, some of the grasping patterns shown
in [89] were not included in the design since the prototype contains less DoF than a real
hand. Figure 3-7 shows the final taxonomy that the prototype was designed to perform.
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Figure 3-7: Grasping patterns produced by the prototype (modified from [89]).

3.2

Electronic Design

The same electronic circuits were used for the first and second generation

prototypes. As it was described before, the contact force and position constitute the
sensory system of the prototype. Inexpensive force sensor resistors (FSR) (Interlink
Electronics, Camarillo, CA) were used to measure contact force at the tip of each active

finger. There is a slight difference in the type of sensors used between the first and
second generation prototype; the first included potentiometers at the joints of the active
fingers to measure the joint angle, while the second included low-cost resistive flex
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sensors (RFS) (Spectra Symbol) at the dorsal part of each active finger to measure the
finger angle. With this sensory system it is possible to determine the grasping force and
the flexion angle of the fingers at each time, which allows the prosthetic hand to hold
different objects without performing any deformation [90].

r

f

Figure 3-8: Circuit boards.

Three circuit boards (see Figure 3-8) were designed, assembled and used in both
generations of prototypes. Two of them are used to drive the three DC motors and the last
one is used for conditioning the signals from the force sensors. The signal conditioning
system contains three analog filters (one per active finger) and three amplifiers, which are
necessary to handle the signals from the FSR. The filters are simple low-pass filters

implemented to eliminate high-frequency signal and to avoid electric interference. They
are designed with high input impedance in order to avoid loading the sensors. Figure 3-9
shows the schematic of the circuit (the same circuit is repeated 3 times for each of the

FSR). It consists on a voltage divider formed by the FSR and a resistor, in order to obtain
a voltage proportional to the force exerted over the sensor. Then, the signal is amplified
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by a simple non inverting amplifier (with gain 2.2) and filtered with A3C, (cutoff
frequency 4.8 Hz).
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Figure 3-9: Signal conditioning circuit.
The signal conditioning circuit was calibrated using a dual-range force sensor
(Vernier DFS-BTA). The calibration setup is shown in Figure 3-10. The force sensor was
connected to a small platform through a string. The force sensor was then pulled down in

order to apply force over the fingertip while measuring the pulling force. Different force
values were applied in order to excite the whole range of the sensor circuit. Using the

data from the dual-range force sensor and the FSR circuit output, a 4n polynomial fitting
was implemented in Matlab. Figure 3-11 shows the results with the calibration formula
for force in Newton.
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Figure 3-10: Calibration setup.
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Figure 3-1 1 : 4th polynomial fitting for the calibration of the FSR circuit.
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The motor driver circuits consist of two parts. One generates a pulse width

modulating (PWM) signal used to control the motor current (Figure 3-12). It is
implemented using operational amplifiers and it is basically a triangular signal generator

(UlA and U2A) that is compared with respect a threshold (U3A) that can be adjusted
from the computer (command digital signal). The other is a switch circuit (Figure 3-13)
that uses BJT transistors (Ql and Q2) to change the direction of rotation. Power
operational amplifiers (L2724) are used to drive the current. Therefore, only one PWM
signal is used for both directions. By setting Sl and S2 to "0" or "1" the direction of the
motor can be selected. A total of three driver circuits were implemented (one per active

finger). Finally, NI DAQ boards (NI PXI-6723 and NI PXI-6224 from National
Instruments) are used for the data acquisition system.

LM324
11|
LOOK

LM324

VW-

J ? v V¦ 4?k-

"U 4.A

5100k
LM324

Figure 3-12: PWM circuit.
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Figure 3-13: Circuit used to switch the direction of rotation of the motors.
3.3

Preliminary Cost Analysis

A preliminary analysis of the cost of the components of the second generation

prototype is presented in Table 3-1. The table represents only the cost associated with
material used in the fabrication of the prototype but it does not represent other costs
related to the development and construction of the hand. However, it gives a general idea
of the cost of the prototype and can be use to evaluate its suitability for a cost effective
prosthesis.
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Table 3-1: Preliminary cost analysis of the prototype.
Cost Per

Total

Vender

Vz inch Worm Gear

$1.40

$4.20

Technobots

3/4 inch 20 Tooth Plastic Spur

$0.80

$4.00

Technobots

1A inch Plastic Pulley

$0.45

$2.25

Technobots

Steel Spring 3 Pack

$3.29

$6.58

True Value

MS- 16024-050 DC Motor

$13

$39.00

Steel cable Pack

$2.50

$2.50

Wal-Mart

$6-10

$114.00

Bogard

1.75" X 0.3" Force Sensor

$6

$18.00

4.5" X 0.2" Flex Sensor

$12.95

$38.85

Item

Number

Gear

in3 Prototyping Plastic

TOTAL

19inJ

$229.38

Trossen

Robotics

Trossen
Robotics
Trossen

Robotics

CHAPTER 4

FORCE CONTROL STAGE

The control strategy was briefly described in Chapter 1 . One of the principal
stages in this control methodology is the force control stage. This stage is activated once
the user selects the grasp configuration and the pre-shape stage has been completed, as
illustrated in Figure 1-2 and Figure 1-4. Once the force control begins, an initial
minimum force reference value, which was empirically determined by an adjusting step,
is used as the starting point for the controller. The system will then attempt to maintain
this initial force level except when an unintended movement of the object is detected, in
which case the reference value is increased. For this reason, the detection stage works in

conjunction with the force control stage.
The control of prosthesis is highly nonlinear due to the existence of motor dead
bands, friction and large gear ratios [65]. The neural network-based NMPC technique
was selected to control the force exerted by the thumb, the index and the middle finger,

based on its ability to handle nonlinear systems [91, 92]. This characteristic has led to the
use of this technique in different scenarios in a wide range of engineering fields [93-99].
Figure 4-1 shows the block diagram of the force control stage using a neural
network-based NMPC scheme. In the figure wis the voltage supplied to the motor, y is
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the force measured at the fingertip, ? is the angle of the finger, y is the predicted future
force and r is the force reference.

Neural Network

Q

Model

\4-i
Flex Sensor

"""N.

?

\—

Force Sensor

Optimization
Controller

Motor

Hand

Figure 4-1 : Block diagram of the force control system. Here u is the voltage supplied to
the motor, y is the force measured at the tip, (9 is the angle of the finger, y is the
predicted future force and r is the force reference.
The idea behind a general NMPC is to create a nonlinear model that estimates the
dynamics of the system to predict future system outputs (in this case the contact force y )
over a defined time horizon. Afterwards, the controller uses this prediction to calculate

the optimal input (u), such that the system follows the desired reference force (>) over
this horizon [100].

The validity of the controller was first tested through computer simulations of a
simple one-finger system, and then on one of the fingers of the actual prototype of the
hand. The simulation and experimental results showed promising results in which the
system was able ?? modulate several levels of forces over different objects with small
overshoot and short response time.
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This chapter is organized as follows. First the control algorithm is explained in
details along with the hypothesis; then, simulations results are presented; finally,
experiments performed over the prototype are described and the results discussed.
4.1

Hypothesis

The implementation of Nonlinear Model Predicted Control (NMPC) based on
Neural Networks as a force control system of an underactuated finger driven by a motor-

pulley system produces a rise time below 1 second, an overshoot smaller than 1 N and a
steady state error of less than 5% of the reference value, regardless the grasped object
stiffness.

4.2

Force Control Design

4.2. 1 Neural Network-Based Modeling

In our study, the model is implemented by a neural network. Because neural

networks are able to approximate any nonlinear function [101], they are usually used in
nonlinear modelling. A neural network can be described as a collection of units that are
interconnected, forming different layers. Each connection contains a weight and each unit

may perform a function. A neural network can be described as a black box that is able to
obtain the parameters of a mathematical function by mapping the relationship between
the input and output vectors. The neural network are computational tools capable of
learning this mapping from observations [100]. This process is usually referred as system
identification.

A multilayer perceptron (or feedforward neural network) is a type of neural
network topology that contains an input layer, one or more hidden layers and an output

layer [102]. Figure 4-2 shows an example of a feedforward topology of a neural network
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with an input layer of 4 units, one hidden layer of 15 units, and one output layer with onlyone unit.
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—

?* </a\\
?

C
Ht-;

-¿VT\_2ì

Input Layer

Hidden Laver

Output Layer

Figure 4-2: Feedforward neural network topology (modified from [103]).

When a given input vector ? is presented to the network, it is multiplied by the
input-to-hidden weights ( iw¡ ¦ ) and the result is added up at each of the units of the
hidden laver. As a result a vector n, is obtained where,

"U= S W,

(4-1)

Then, an activation function /, is applied at each of the hidden units and theirs
outputs become the inputs of the next layer. That is,

°j=fAnu)

(4-2)

Each C?. is multiplied by the hidden-to-output weights (Iw,) and the result is
summed to give,
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?2 =??.-?µ>:

j J J

(4-3)

Finally a second activation function f2 is applied at the output units. That is,

"Pk)= fifa +lwk)

(4-4)

The term Iwk in Eq. (4-4) is called the bias term.
In order to map the desired function a set of input data is presented to the

network, and its output, y{t) , is compared to the desired output y{t) . If the output of the
network does not match the desired output, the weights are adjusted to minimize their
difference. This process is called training (or learning) and the set of input and output
vectors is called the training set.
The most common metric used to measure the distance between the desired output

and the network output is the sum-of-squares cost function. That is, given a training set

{ Pn >yn }' me following equation is minimized with respect to the network weights ( w )

^)=^S[^..-)-^G=^S-2(".,.»)

(4.5)

£(w)can be approximated by the second-order Taylor expansion around a
point w ' :

£(w)=4w')+(w-w')rG +i(w-w')rH(w-w')

(46)

where,

?
Iw=W

is the gradient of the error function, and

1 A dy(xn,w') (
?
\r ¿—à
j.., ?
N±i
Jw'
vv n"' /'
n=\

(4-7)
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dy(\n,w')
dw'

1 ^, J

Jw'

r(x„,w')

(4-8)

is the Hessian matrix. Given that the cost function is a smooth continuous function of the

weight vector [104], its minimum can be found when:

V£(w) = 0

(4-9)

This minimum is usually found by an iteration method, which takes the form

w(<+i) = w(o + //ov<)

(4_10)

Where w''J indicates the current value of the weight vector, d^'' is the search direction

and/t·- is the step size [100]. An initial guess for w^' is necessary to start the iteration
process, and it is repeated until w^ is sufficiently close to the minimum. A common
method used to minimize Eq. (4-5) is the gradient descent method in which the search
direction is opposite to the direction of the gradient, that is,

</<')= -g(w<'->)

(4-Ll)

Even though this method is easy to implement, it converges slowly. Therefore, other
methods have been developed to speed up the convergence and hence the training stage.
One of these algorithms, the Levenberg-Marquardt method, was selected for this study.

This method approximates the errors = j>(xn,w)-yn, in Eq. (4-5) by its first-order
Taylor series expansion around the current weighting values.

(w-w('!) . (4-12)
= Jp(Xn>W)-yn S^(x,,,w)=^(xn,W,!))+ "rfg(x„,w(f))T
dw (0
J
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= ^..w(,))- 4.pw(' (w-w(')) (4-13)
Then, a new cost function is defined that is analogous to that in Eq. (4-5).
(4-14)

With the new cost function in Eq. (4-14), the gradient term of Eq. (4-7) remains the same,
but the Hessian term is now approximated as,

H = VVI(Wj ..lï&L·*!
N

chv'

(4-15)

Eq. (4-15) is easier to compute than Eq. (4-8) because it lacks the second
derivative term. Moreover, information from the Hessian can be used to speed up the

convergence. However, this approximation is useful only in the region of the cost
function curve in which a linearization is acceptable. Therefore, the Levenberg-

Marquardt method applies the gradient descent technique (minimize Eq. (4-5)) when the
linear approximation is not applicable, and minimizes Eq. (4-14) when a linearization is
possible [100]. The update rule for this method is,
w

<'+1>=w(0 + ¿(

(4-16)

The step size (//'') is equal to one. The search direction proposed by this method is
calculated by solving the following system,

Û(w®)+ ;jl)\\jM = -g(wV)

(4_17)

Eq. (4-17) shows that when ? -> a> the method becomes the gradient descent and
when ? -» 0 a new method (usually called the Gauss-Newton's method) is obtained, in
which the information from the approximated Hessian is used to speed up the
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convergence. Therefore, when a linear approximation of the cost function is not possible
a large ? should be used, and conversely, when the approximation is applicable a small.
? should be used [100]. To select an appropriate value of ? at each training step, we can
compare the minimization obtained with Eq. (4-5) and the one obtained with the linear
approximation (Eq. (4-14)). If the accuracy of the approximation is good enough we can
use a small ? . A ratio is proposed to measure how well the linearization approximates the
true cost function [100], this is

(,·) E(w)-£(w + ¿/(,))

r " £(w)-¿«(w + </('>)"

(4-18)

If r^' is close to 1, the approximation is good enough, and ? should be reduced.
Conversely, if it is close to zero (or negative) the approximation is not accurate and ?
should be increased [100]. Eq. (4-16) , Eq. (4-17) and Eq. (4-18) are used iteratively until
the desire level of training error is achieved. At that time, the network is considered
trained and it should be tested against a testing set, which have to be different from the
training set.

The Levenberg-Marquardt method was applied to train the neural network in

order to map the desired nonlinear function. This method was used to perform the system
identification of the finger dynamics of the proposed prototype.
4.2.2 System Identification
The structure of the model was selected as autoregressive external input

(NNARX) (see Figure 4-3). Different lag values were tested in order to find the best
possible number of previous values used as inputs to the neural network. They were
evaluated based on the testing error, correlation tests between the inputs and the training
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error and an autocorrelation test of the training error. These tests were performed using

the NNSYSID toolbox for Matlab (The MathWorks) [105]. As a result, for all the three
active fingers, 6 inputs are used: 2 previous force values, 2 previous motor current values
and 2 previous angle values. The activation function of the hidden layer is the hyperbolic
tangent and the output layer is linear. The three network topologies are the same except
for the number of hidden neurons used. For the index finger and the thumb, the number
of hidden neurons is 10, and for the middle finger it is 15.

?
\t-7.\

yit-D
I ' - ?. i

Feedforward
Neural
Network

vi ?

ali -lì
T?-2)

Bit - lì

Figure 4-3: Diagram of the Neural Network model.
From the NNARX model, the predictions are obtained by the FFNN output:

(t + i) = lw[tanh(iw ? + ?, )] + b2

(4-19)

? = [y(t - 2), y{t - X), u(t - 2), u(t - l), ?{? - 2), ?(? - 1)]

(4-20)

y

Here iw and Iw are the input-to-hidden and the hidden-to-output weight matrixes

respectively. The variables K and b2 are the bias terms and ? is the input vector. By
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shifting ? in time, the predictions in multiple time frames can be obtained. The angle
measured by the RFS (T) is not a controllable variable but it is used to estimate the
model of the finger.

Experiments in LabVIEW were conducted to obtain training and testing data to
create the model of the finger system (this process is usually referred as system
identification). The procedure consisted of closing the finger around different objects
while applying an input signal to the motor. The input signal was designed (following
[100]) as a chirp signal that is described as follows:

u(t) = u0 + Asm(cù,t)

(4-21)

?! = ?start + —?final ~ ?start )

(4-22)

Different values of u0 and A along with different values of a)star. and 'cofin(ll were
used to excite the whole range of the variables of the system [100]. The force and the

angle were measured for each active finger. These experiments were performed on
various objects of different shapes and weights (i.e. bottles of different sizes, a carton
box, a tennis ball, etc.).

The signal amplitude of the training and testing data sets were scaled to zero-

mean and unitary variance using the NNSYSID toolbox for Matlab (The MathWorks)
[105]. The synaptic weights of the neural network model were then trained m an
iteratively manner based on the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm using the same toolbox.
After training, the testing error was checked and no pruning of the network size
was performed. Sometimes if the sample frequency is too high compared to the dynamics
of the system, a low test error would not necessarily translate to a good model [100].
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Therefore, a second mode of analysis is required. The correlation tests were performed to

validate the accuracy of the model. They are performed since the dynamics of the system
has to be modeled such that the error is independent of the inputs and of the error itself:
4.2.3 Optimization Algorithm
To compute the optimum value of the motor current for each finger, the objective
function needs to be minimized with respect to the future control inputs:

At, u(0) = S K/ + O - ti + O]2 + ?S M' + / - O]2

r4 ™

V(t) = [u(t)-u(t + Nn-I)Y

(4_24)

where N1 denotes the minimum prediction horizon, N2 denotes the prediction horizon,
N11 the control horizon (after it the control input is considered constant), and ? is a
weighting factor that restricts the changes in the control input [100].
The methodology explained in [92, 100] was used to minimize the objective
function. It is performed by using gradient descent technique (presented in section 4.2.1),
where the future set of control inputs is determined by the update rule,

U(/ + 1) = U(í)-Mí)gWí,U(0)]

(4-25)

In which G[y(f, £/(?))] is the gradient of the cost function, defined as:

G[j{t,V{t))]=-^

(4.26)

Then, replacing Eq. (4-26) into Eq. (4-25), we get,
QJ

U(f + I) = U(O-I7(O^)
where ???) is an adaptive learning rate of the following form:

(4-27)
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?(? = ?0ß^^>^

(4-28)

And a is a constant determined empirically. Then, if we express

J(t, U(O) = E(rf E(f) + pAV(t)T MJ(t)

(4-29)

a/

we can expand the term

dV(t) '

dU{t)

W5U(/) ^ w ÔU(r)

(4-30)

where:

?(/) = [ß(/ + ?),..,^ + ^2)]G

(4-3 i)

e(í + ?) = r{t + ?)- v(/ + i) ; for ? = 1,..., N2

(4-32)

Y(t) = \y(t + l),...,y{t + N2)Y

(4-33)

??(?) = [???),..., ?«(? + JV„ - I)Y

(4-34)

In addition, we have that

dAU(/)
5U(r)

is a JVM ? N11 matrix and

1

0

0

·¦·

0

-1

1

0

'·.

0

o

·.

'·.

'·.

;

;

'·.

-?

?

o

o

···

?

-?

?

(4-35)
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5?(0
5U(O

?±0
d?(0
oy(t + 2)

O
·..
dy(t + 2)

dw(0

O
0

Sk(? + 0

dy(t + N2 ) gy(¿ + JV2 )
d?(0

(4-36)

'

du(t + \)

dy{t + TV2 )
du{t + Nu-\)_

To calculate each element in Eq. (4-36), a recursive algorithm presented by
Noriega and Wang is used [92], where each of the elements is computed by the following
formula,

dy(t + n) _ dy(t + n-\)
du(t + m - 1) du(t + m - 1)

1+

df(p)
dy(t + n-\)

(4-37)

where ? = \,···,?2 and m = \,---,N2. The two derivative terms of Eq. (4-37) are calculated
as follow,

du(t + m -l)
df(p)
dy{t + n-\)

Iw

. —
dp
sec h (iw ? + b\ ) IW
du

(4-38)

h2(mp + b,) iw —

(4-39)

sec

V

,/J dy

where.

^ = [0,0,0,...,1,0,...,0]7

(4-40)

^P=
dy [1,0,...,0,0,...,Of

(4-41)

du

Then, at each sample point, u(t) is supplied to the motor of each finger. Moreover, the
voltage supplied to the DC motors is constrained to a specific range in order to assist in
the convergence of the optimization algorithm, as determined during the tuning of the
control system. Also, when the system reaches a tolerance range (generally ± 5% of the
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reference value) the motor is turned off to reduce power consumption and possible
oscillations.

4.3

Preliminary Simulation

4.3.1 Methodology

Before implementing the proposed force control system in the prototype,
computer simulations were performed on an analytical solution from a simple physical
model of an underactuated finger in order to evaluate the suitability of implementing the
control system for this application. The physical model, shown in Figure 4-3 allows a
derivation of the relationship between the contact force and the motor current. To
simplify the model, only two phalanges were taken into account, ignoring any friction
force either in the joint or in the motor-pulley system.

Object Jm^

Motor ?

Figure 4-4: Physical model of underactuated finger and the motor-pulley system.
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From the model described in Figure 4-4 the equation that relates the contact force
with the current applied to the motor is:

??=-™T

(4-42)

Eq. (4-42) was used as the equation of the system (or plant) to be controlled. K is
a motor constant, which was selected from the datasheet of a generic DC motor

as K = 0.0014 —'
-— . The pulley radio was selected as r = 0.01 in. Although the system
mA
depends on two variables, the motor current / and the angle ? , only / can be controlled.
For this project the input vector for the model training purpose was:

V = \y{t-\\y(t-2\e{i\u{t-\\u(t-2)Y,

(4.43)

where y{t-\), y(t-2) are the system outputs (contact force) at the past two states, ?(?)
is the angle at the present state, and u(t-\), u(t-2) are the motor current at the past
two states. In order to train the FFNN, various training sets were used. First, random
values were used to train the FFNN with several numbers of samples, but the control

system behaved unstable. Then, more smooth signals were used for both inputs, resulting
in a final training set of 700 samples generated for the motor current and the joint angle.
The FFNN was trained with Levenberg-Marquardt method, using the Neural Network
toolbox of Matlab (The MathWorks) [103].
4.3.2 Results

After the FFNN was trained, the control system algorithm was implemented.

Figure 4-5 shows the response of the control system to a step function for different joint
angles, using a fixed ? = 0.2 and G = 2 .
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System outputs for different joint angles and
reference signal
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Figure 4-5: Control system outputs (red line) for different joint angles (T in radians) and
reference signal (blue line).

In addition the capacity of dealing with disturbance was checked by adding a

constant disturbance to the output at the 100th sample after the steady state was reached.
Figure 4-6 shows the results.
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Figure 4-6: Response to a disturbance.
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The overall performance of this predictive control system depends significantly
on the training of the neural network. Therefore, the system identification stage arises as
the main stage in order to obtain a good performance. An acceptable rise time was
obtained (transient response) for all the tested joint angles. Moreover, the average steady
state error for all the tested joint angles was 2.58% (relative error), which makes it
suitable for maintaining constant force during a long period of time. Beside the
dependence of the training stage, the system requires low number of calculation, which
makes it suitable to be performed in real time. Finally, the simulation results showed that
this control system appears to be robust enough to external disturbance.
4.4

Evaluation over the Prototype

4.4.1 Methodology

After running the simulation, with the aim of evaluating the performance of the
force control system on a real prototype, we conducted a set of experiments on the second

generation prototype, in which the step response of the system was tested. In these
experiments the finger automatically closed around four objects with different densities
while a step signal was applied as the force reference of the control system. Five trials per
object were recorded and each trial contained five different steps. The interval for each
step was approximately 20 seconds. A diagram of the experimental setup is shown in
Figure 4-7.
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?&\?>

/pd ?
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Figure 4-7: Experiment setup.

An extra trial per object was recorded in which the force reference was
maintained constant during 2 minutes in order to analyze the performance of the control

system during long-term steady-state conditions. Table 4-1 shows the objects used in
these experiments.

Table 4-1: Objects used in the experiments.
Object

Diameter

Weight

Small plastic bottle

6.5 cm

15g

Big plastic bottle

8.5 cm

4Og

Styrofoam cup

7 cm

2g

Aluminum cylinder

7.3 cm

HOg
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The performance metrics were the average closing time, the average overshoot,
the average rise time and the average steady state error (SSE). Metrics were calculated
for each of the reference steps. In addition, the power consumption of the finger was
obtained from the signal supplied to the motor driver. An example is shown in Figure
4-8, which illustrates the definition of these metrics for the step response of a second

order system controlled in a closed loop fashion. The rise time is defined as the time in
which the system reaches 85% of the reference value. SSE is the average of the error
between the system and the reference (absolute value) after overcoming the transient
stage. We define the transient part of the response as the time in which the peak value of
the oscillations of the system differ more than 15% from the reference (see Figure 4-8).
The whole methodology was implemented using the NI DAQ boards (NI PXI-6723 and
NI PXI-6224 from National Instruments) and LabVIEW 8.2.

Step Response

?

i/\ A
tSteadv state error

Time (sec)

Figure 4-8: Typical step response of a second order system.
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4.4.2 Results

The control system was able to follow the force reference for each step size with
low rise time, small overshoot and small steady state error. Figure 4-9 shows a sample of
the signals recorded during the experiments. The top graph shows the reference steps (red
line) and the system output (blue line). The bottom graph shows the voltage signal
supplied to the DC motor.

Force reference and system output (Bottle trial 1)
T

50

60

time (sec)

Motor signal

50

time (sec)

Figure 4-9: Sample of the signals recorded during the experiments. Top: reference step
signal (red line) and the system output (blue line). Bottom: the voltage signal supplied to
the motor.
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The results for the average closing time and rise time (Figure 4-10) indicate that
the control system responds in a reasonable period of time. The maximum average
closing time was 3.36 seconds. The average rising time for each step was less than 1
second (around 0.5 seconds) for all objects except cylinder, for which it was 1.22
seconds. There were no significant differences between objects except for the 0.89 N

step, in which there was a marginal statistical difference (P value = 0.0458) between the
Styrofoam cup and the cylinder. These results show that the time response of the control
system is fast enough after the finger close around the object; however there is a
significant delay before the finger makes contact with the object.
Average Rise Time
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Figure 4-10: Average closing and rise time for each object.

Overshoot was found for all step sizes. The maximum overshoot was produced
when the finger made contact with the object. However, the overshoot values were
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relatively small and no significant deformation of the object was noted. Figure 4-11
shows the results for the average overshoot for each object. Note that for objects with
rigid surfaces, like the aluminum cylinder, the overshoot was smaller than for softer
surfaces like the small plastic bottle. For the initial overshoot (finger close) the difference
was statistically significant (P < 0.01) between all the objects except the small bottle and
the cylinder. For the "0.89 N" step the difference was statistically significant (P < 0.001)
between the small bottle, the Styrofoam cup and the cylinder. No statistical difference
was found for the other steps. Moreover, the overshoot tended to decrease with as the
force reference value increased.
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Figure 4-1 1 : Average overshoot results for each object
Small average SSE was found for all the step sizes. The results of the average

SSE are shown in Figure 4-12, The SSE tended to increase with the force reference value,
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but the increase occurred because the control system was designed to turn off the motor

when the signal is within 5% of the reference value. Thus, as the force reference
increased, the tolerance increased. No significant difference was found among the
objects.
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Figure 4-12: Average steady state error for each object.
In all of the performed experiments, the motor was turned on less than a half of

the experiment duration. Figure 4-13 shows the results for the average percentage of
time that the motor was on during the experiments for each object. No significant
difference was found among the objects. The results should be approximately 40% of the

motor usage. This shows that the system can save power consumption, which may lead to
longer battery life.
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Figure 4-13: Average percentage of time in which the motor was on for each object.
Finally, during the long-term steady-state experiments, the system remains stable
with low SSE. An example of signals recorded during these experiments is shown in

Figure 4-14. The motor is turned on only during the first 15 seconds. The average SSE
for each object is shown in Figure 4-15. The average SSE is small, which indicates that
the system is stable over long periods of time.
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Figure 4-14: Sample of the 2 minutes experiment
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Figure 4-15: Results for the two minutes trial.

4.5

Discussion

The experimental results obtained from the simulations and the prototype

experiments suggest that the force control system can adequately control the force
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exerted by the fingers. The rise time is within the specifications (around 500 ms) and the
overshoot does not cause significant deformation. Moreover, the small SSE ensures that
the fingers are able to exert the same force during a long period of time.
Low power consumption is an important criterion in prosthetic devices since it
may allow small batteries or longer battery lifetime. The controller design reduces the

period of time in which the DC motor is turned on to less than 50% of the whole
experiment duration. This is due mainly to the gear locking system and the design of the

control system itself, which might assist in reducing the power consumption of the
device.

The closing time of the finger is relatively large (around 3 seconds). However this
time might be reduced by adding a closing stage between the pre-shape stage and the
force control stage. During the closing stage the finger should close at a constant velocity
Until it reaches the object. The system should then switch to the1 force control stage. This

methodology was not implemented when the whole control strategy was implemented on
the second generation prototype and it will be discussed in Chapter 6.

The results suggest that the control system is independent of the grasped object
since' similar results were found in almost all the experiments. In this study, only

cylindrical objects were used because it would be difficult to surround other geometries
with only one finger. A study using more objects was performed and will be explained in
Chapter 6. However, the results indicate that the system performance is within the design
specification.

CHAPTER 5

DETECTION STAGE

After the system uses the force control stage, explained in Chapter 4, to obtain a
stable grasp, it switches to the detection stage, where any unintended movement of the
object is monitored. The grasp was considered to be stable when the fingers remained in a
fixed position, as determined from the rate of change of the angle measured by the RFS.
Since slip sensors are not commercially available for prosthetic applications,
researchers have developed their own sensors to incorporate an estimation of slippage

into prosthetic devices [59, 62, 106, 107]. However, the cost of fabricating prostheses that
use this kind of sensor may be drastically increased. Consequently, we present here a
potential strategy to detect slippage without using specialized sensors. The strategy uses
fluctuations that sliding causes in the force signal from the fingertip. These fluctuations

are quantized by calculating the derivative of the force signal, which is then compared
against a threshold to determine whether slippage is produced.

Experiments in which slippage was induced over different objects were conducted
to evaluate the detection delay and to determine a possible optimum threshold value. The
proposed technique maintained detection delays of less than 200 ms.

This chapter is organized as follows. First the hypothesis is described and the
detection algorithm is presented. Then, experiments are described that were used to
96
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evaluate the hypothesis and hence the algorithm performance. The results are then
presented and, finally, discussed.
5.1

Hypothesis

The information from the rate of change of the force measured by the FSR and the

information from the rate of change of the finger angle measured by the RFS can be used
to detect unintended movements of the object (i.e. slippage) with respect to the hand,
5.2

Slippage Detection Algorithm

The FSR measures the normal force exerted by the prosthetic device. We propose
that the onset of unintended movements of the object from the hand, defined here as

slippage, can be detected from the fluctuations in the FSR signal. This approach was
suggested by the rapid changes in the FSR output that were observed during slippage.
Once the hand has reached a stable grasping position, (when the fingers are no longer

moving), the slippage detection algorithm is activated. The absolute value of the
derivative of the normal force at each sample point is a measure of the rate of change of
the force. The force signal is differentiated numerically at each sample point by the
following five-point formula [108]:

/,U)= ^[/(^o-2)-8/(x0-l)+8/(x0 + l)-/(xc+2)]

^

Here, we are not concerned with is the rate of sliding, but rather with the onset of

this activity, which is what we want to avoid. We are also not concerned about the sign of
the change since sliding can occur in multiple directions, depending on the position of the
hand in the space. Therefore, we compute the absolute value of the rate of change of the
force signal. Then, if the rate of change exceeds a threshold, empirically determined by a
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trade-off between the signal noise level and delay (described in section 5.4), an untended
movement of the object is expected. When this happens, the reference force of the control
system is increased to compensate. A similar methodology was reported by Birglen and
Gosselin for a robotic finger [90].
5.3

Preliminary Evaluation

5.3.1 Methodology
To evaluate the algorithm, ten objects, with different shapes and weights (Table 5-

1), were grasped with different grasping patterns (Figure 5-1) by the first-generation
prototype .Slippage was initially induced manually, where a person pulled the object in
the direction perpendicular to the grasping force applied by the prototype. The NI DAQ
cards (NI USB6009 National Instruments) were used to sample force at a frequency of 40
Hz, and the algorithm was implemented in LabVIEW 8.2 (National Instruments).
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Figure 5-1 : Different grasping patterns for the slippage experiments.
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Table 5-1 : Objects used in the preliminary slip experiments.
Object
Small plastic bottle

Dimension (cm)

Weight (g)

d = 6.5

15

— ¦— -

Tennis ball

d=6

Too
~55

Big carton box

17x24.5x5
'TxIO ? 7

80

Plastic cup

Small carton box

30

Egg

d=5

"70

Cup

d=9

150

Round sponge

d=9

30

Tape

d = ?(G
Y=9J

40

Thermo

Í50

5.3.2 Results

The rate of change of the force measured by the FSR during stable grasping is
notably different from when slippage is induced. Similar results were obtained for all the
objects used in these experiments. An example of the result is illustrated in Figure 5-2,

corresponding to the signals recorded from the index finger while the hand was holding
the small plastic bottle. We observe a significant change in the normal force when

slippage is induced. This change is produced by force redistribution at the tip of the
finger. These fluctuations are represented in the force slope signal. A threshold value can
be identified because this force slope differs greatly between the stable grasping state and

the sliding state. Only the first non-zero value in the slip signal is important given that it
represents the onset of the sliding.
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Figure 5-2: Force signal obtained from the index finger while holding a small bottle.
Derivative of the force and setting of the threshold.

The top graph in Figure 5-2 shows the force signal recorded during the
experiment while holding a small bottle. First, stable grasp is reached, and then, slippage
is induced after 5 seconds and stopped after 20 seconds such that a stable grasp is

produced again. The middle graph shows the absolute value of the derivative of the force
signal. This graph also shows that the threshold was set arbitrarily to 0.01 N/s, which was
determined empirically. Finally, the bottom graph presents the slip signal resulting from
the comparison between the slope of the force and the threshold/Similar results were
obtained for other grasping configurations. Figure 5-2 shows that some minimum force
must be exerted over the object for the system to detect slippage. However, this level of
force is small enough to avoid causing any deformation to the object.
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Quantitative Evaluation

5.4.1 Methodology

The experiments showed that the detection algorithm is suitable for detecting
unintended movements of different objects; however these preliminary experiments did
not address the delay in the detection. Therefore, in order to evaluate more quantitatively
the efficacy of the Detection stage and also to find a possible threshold value,
experiments were conducted on the second generation prototype to compute the delay
between the onset of the movement and its detection.

In these experiments slippage was induced over different objects by a DC motor
connected to a gear-pulley system, as illustrated in the diagram of Figure 5-3. The hand is ·>
first closed around the object until it makes contact with it. The object have attached at
one end a cable connected to the motor-pulley system. This system pulls on the object for
2 seconds thereby inducing slippage. The DC motor is connected to a standard PC by the
Nl DAQ boards (NI PXI-6723 and NI PXI-6224 from National Instruments) and it is
controlled by a LabVIEW program (LabVIEW 8.2). Consequently, the exact onset time
for slippage is known, and we can calculate the delay in the detection. In offline analysis,
we set different threshold values and compared them to the detection delay.
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Figure 5-3: Setup of the slip detection experiments.
Nine objects with different shapes and friction coefficients were used to evaluate
the Detection algorithm in different scenarios and to find a possible threshold value. The
objects, along with their dimensions and weights, are listed in Table 5-2.
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Table 5-2: Objects used in the quantitative slip experiments.
Object

Geometry

Weight

Big can

d = 6.5 cm

330g

Medium can

d = 5 cm

Small can

d = 4.5 cm

60g

Card

5.5 ? 8.5 cm

Tl "

Plastic cup

d = 6 cm

100g

Small carton box

7 ? 10 ? 7 cm

30g

Mug

d = 7.5 cm

32Og

Big wood block

7 ? 1 1.5 cm

Ï20g

Small wood block

7 ? 5 cm

60 g

A total of 5 trials per object were performed and the signals from the force
sensors of the index and middle fingers, and the thumb were recorded along with their

respective derivative values. The derivative of the force signals was then, compared
offline against 13 threshold values ranging from 0.01 to 0.07 N/s (with step of 0.005 N/s).
The difference between .the onset of the slippage and the detection time for each
threshold value was recorded for further analysis. Although the three active fingers make

contact with the object in these experiments, not all of the force sensors touch the surface
of the object. Detection was calculated only for the sensors that contacted the object.
5.4.2 Results

¦¦'

The detection algorithm is able to detect unintended movements' of different

objects, and the detection delay depends on the selected threshold value! Figure 5-4
shows' a signal recorded from the force, along with the force slope and the post-processed

slip signal during the grasping of a wood block. Slippage was induced at 2 seconds and
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was stopped at 4 seconds. As it was illustrated in Figure 5-2, the second graph in Figure
5-4 shows the slippage information that lies within the derivative of the normal force
(slope signal). Two well-defined states are determined in the slope signal, which allows
slippage to be detected.
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Figure 5-4: Example of the results obtained during the slip detection experiments.
The detection delay was calculated offline for the 13 proposed threshold values

and for all the experiments (a total of 45 trials). The cumulative probability function of
the detection delay,

F(x)=P(X<x)

(5.2)

was then empirically computed for each threshold value using the Statistic toolbox of

Matlab. F(x) gives the probability that an observed value X takes a value less than or
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equal to ? . In this case, ? represents the detection delay and therefore the cumulative
probability curve shows the probability of obtaining a detection delay equal to or less
than ?. Figure 5-5 shows the cumulative probability curves for each threshold value.
Threshold values that produce non-zero cumulative probability at negative time delays
imply false positive detection, mainly influenced by noise.
Cumulative probability function for each threshold value
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Figure 5-5: Cumulative probability function as a function of the detection delay values,
parameterized with respect to each threshold value.

The detection delay for a cumulative probability of 0.8 (80%) for each threshold
value is shown in Figure 5-6. A trade-off between false positive classification and small
delay must be performed in order to find a possible optimum threshold value. In Figure
5-5 and Figure 5-6 the threshold value of 0.03 N/s appears to be most favorable since it
leads to a small delay with low probability of having false positive detections. The
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average delay for the threshold value of 0.03 N/s was 157 ms (± 46 ms) and the delay for
80% of the experiments was 180 msec.
Detection delay for 80% of the experiments
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Figure 5-6: Detection delay for 80% of the experiments.

5.5

Discussion

The Detection algorithm identifies slip, but a manual calibration step is necessary

to adjust the threshold. The experiments suggest that a threshold value of 0.03 N/s should
be used for the second generation prototype since it leads to detection delays less than
200 ms with a low probability of false positive.

Although the detection delay is larger than the typical 74 ± 9 ms response of the
human hand [109], it is not possible to make a direct comparison since the control
mechanism of the human hand differs from the control strategy proposed here. The motor

control of the human hand is based mostly on prediction by means of parametric models

of the objects previously grasped and lifted [29]. Moreover, the human hand contains far
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more sensors than the prototype used in this study. However, studies reported in Chapter

6 show that a delay of 200 ms is sufficiently small to prevent the object from dropping
from the hand.

The slope of the normal force is not necessarily a unique indicator of slippage. It
may be also depend on a rearrangement of the forces during the grasping process or on
deformation of the object. However, since the fingers remain in a fixed position during

the experiments these fluctuations in the normal· force are most likely to be caused 'Dy
slippage. Therefore, it is necessary ?? ensure a stable grasping condition before
attempting to detect slippage with this methodology.
The silicone glove that covers the hand influences slip detection since the object
drags it when the load is applied to the object. Glove displacement increases the
fluctuation measured by the force sensor, and hence increases the sensibility to slippage.
However, if the force sensor does not adequately contact the surface of the object, the
methodology is not effective. A possible solution to this problem is to add more sensors
to each finger and the palm in order to increase the sensory information.
The experimental results suggest that the detection stage ensures secure grasping.
The algorithm was tested using objects with different geometries and surface, which are
found commonly in most of the ADL. In addition, the system is manually calibrated by a

straightforward adjustment of the threshold value. Finally, the algorithm uses inexpensive
force sensors "oniy, which may reduce the final cost of the prosthesis. Therefore, these

results encourage the implementation of this methodology in the proposed control
strategy to assist in the control of a low-cost prosthetic hand.

CHAPTER 6

EVALUATION AND ADJUSTMENT

Different metrics have been described to assess the performance of underactuated

robotic hands with respect to their ability to grasp and hold different objects [HO]. Even
though these metrics are related mainly to the evaluation of the mechanical aspects of
underactuated hands, some of them may be used to evaluate the performance of the
control strategy as well. From the metrics presented in the literature, we tested the
performance of our hand (and consequently the control strategy) using the equilibriurfi
between fingers and objects metric. This metric corresponds to the situation when an

object is solely supported by the hand. It tests the ability of the hand to maintain the
object in equilibrium [HO]. We also tested the algorithm using the force disturbance
metric. This metric corresponds to the ability of the hand to resist external forces and
moments on grasped objects [HO].

Experimental designs have been reported [110] on the response of prosthetic
hands to sudden, gradual and torsional external forces [40, 80, 81, IH, 112]. Here we

tested the ability of the hand to adapt to different objects encountered in ADL.
Consequently, we tested the response of the hand to induced gradual and sudden
movements by measuring the vertical displacement. The vertical displacement
measurement encompassed many aspect of a successfully grasping and holding task, such
108
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as time response of the hand, adjustment of the grasping force and slip detection delay.
We believe that it is a good measure of the overall effectiveness of the device.

This chapter will address three focus areas. First, the equilibrium between fingers
and objects metric is presented in section 6.2. Second, in section 6.3 an adjustment stage
is presented to determine the best possible initial force and step increment. These two
parameters were empirically found to drastically improve the performance of the hand.
Selecting the correct hand configuration and strength can affect the success of the
grasping process, while the force increment can influence the holding stage. Finally, a
modified test of the force disturbance metric is discussed in section 6.4. Instead of the
maximum external force that the hand can resist, the displacement of the object was
measured when different external forces were applied.
6.1

Hypothesis

By combining and adjusting the pre-shape stage, the force control stage and the
detection stage to drive a cost effective prosthetic hand, it is possible to assist the user in
most of the ADL.

6.2 Evaluation of the Equilibrium between Fingers and Objects
6.2,1 Methodology

We performed experiments using the second generation prototype to determine
the ability of the prototype to grasp objects of different weights and shapes. In these
experiments, the hand grasps and lifts a determined object from a table and returns it to
its initial location. Table 6-Î lists the grasped objects, their weights and their dimensions.
Nineteen objects, where selected based on the grip patterns approximately used in 70% of
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the ADL (Table I-l). The success rate for five trials was calculated for each pre-shape
category.

Table '6-1 : Different objects that were vised for the grasping experiments and their

approximate weights and dimensions. Most of the object were selected following Cipriani
et al. [35].

Object

Dimensions

Weight

Plastic cup

d = 6 cm

100 g

Styrofoam cup

d = 7 cm

Big plastic bottle

d = 9.5 cm

Small plastic bottle

d = 6.5 cm

Mug

d = 7.5 cm

"320g

Round sponge

d = 9 cm

~3Ög~

Tennis ball

d = 6 cm

. . 577"'

Wood block

7 ? 5.3 cm

120 g

Egg

d = 5 cm

Lamp bulb

d = 6 cm

Potato chip

d = 5 cm

Tg

Small plastic cup

d = 5 cm

Coin

d = 2.5 cm

2.7g
TTg

Screw

d = 0.5 cm

TaT

5.5 ? 8.5 cm

"Key"

2.5 ? 5 cm

CD

d = 1 2 cm

Big carton box

17x24.5

Tomato

d = 8 cm

20 g

Hg

To 7
260g"

A support device was designed and fabricated to allow easy manipulation of the
device. Figure 6-1 shows the prototype attached to the support device. Four push-button

JlS

switches were placed at the handle of the device in order to simulate the signals from the
EMG classifier. Therefore, the user can handle the robotic hand and simulate che output

from the EMG signal classification in order to control it. The methodology was
implemented using the NI DAQ boards (NI PXI-6723 and NI PXI-6224 from National
Instruments) and LabVIEW 8.2 (National Instruments).

Figure 6-1 : Support device designed to assist during the different tests, it contains 4
buttons that simulate the four possible outputs from the EMG classifier.
6.2.2 Results

The different objects detailed in Table 6-1 were securely grasped and lifted

without producing any significant deformation. The ability of the device to grasp without
slippage depended strongly on the grasping type. Figure 6-2 shows some of the objects
whik: they were lifted by the hand.
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Figure 6-2: Some of the objects used in the static experiments.

The prototype securely held the objects with over 90% success rate for five trials.
Table 6-2 shows the results. The failures were caused because the object was not securely

grasped, but any of the objects were crushed by the hand. The success rate may be
affected by the approach angle and the configuration with respect to the geometry of the
object.
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Table 6-2: Result from the grasping experiments.
Object

Grasp type

Global

Success rate

Success rate

Success rate

Grasp Type

Object

Cylindrical

Plastic cup
Styrofoam glass
Mug
Small plastic bottle
Big plastic bottle
Egg
Round sponge

_5/5

Tomato

4/5

Tennis ball

5/5

Wood block

5/5

Lamp bulb
Potato chip
Small cup

3/5

4/5_

Coin

4/5

Screw

4/5

Postcard

5/5

Key

5/5

CD

5/5

Big carton box

5/5

and

spherical

Tripod

Tip

Lateral

I Extension

6.3

5/5
5/5
5/5

5/5

36/40 (90%)

4/5

5/5

13/15

86/95

(86.6%)

(90.5%)

17/20(85%)

15/15(100%)
5/5 (100%)

Adjusting of the Control Strategy

The experiments conducted on the prototype demonstrated that the success of the
grasping task strongly depends on the chosen grip pattern and the initial force with which
the hand grasps the object. This dependency is also found in human beings, since we use
internal parametric models of the objects that are updated with sensory information, to
predict the outcomes of different approaches and choose an appropriate grip force [29]. in
the prototype, we are not able to create and use such models of the objects to adjust the
initial grip force; however visual information may assists the user in the grip pattern
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choice and an adjusted value for the initial grip force may be sufficient to securely grasp
the objects used in most of the ADL. We found also that the ability to hold different
objects (to resist external forces) is affected by the amount of force incremented when
slippage is detected. Therefore, there is a need to adjust the initial grip force and the force
increment when slippage is detected to improve the performance of the hand.
Sitek et al. compared the grasping forces in human hands and different prostheses
during the holding of a small bottle (5.7 cm in diameter and 522 grams in mass) [1 13].
The average contact force, measured at 20 different locations (in the fingers arid the
palm), was 0.8 ± 0.7 N for the human hand, 1.3 ± 0.4 N for an adaptive prosthesis (15
DoF) and 2.6 ± 2.7 N, and 3.9 ± 4.6 N for two non-adaptive prostheses (System-electro-

hand™ and Sensor-hand™, respectively). The maximum grip force for the human hand
was 3.8 N (at the proximal phalange of the index finger) and the highest average forces (2
N) were found at the distal phalange of the middle and ring fingers, and the thumb.
Higher average contact forces were found for the adaptive and non-adaptive prostheses,
with average contact force up to 6.5 times larger compared with the human hand.
Based on this information, we decided to test the hand response (and

consequently the control strategy) using a range from 0.7 N to 1 N for the initial force
parameter and a range from 0.25 N to 0.45 N for the step size parameter. We conducted
an experimental design in order to find the most favorable values of the initial force and
the force increment step size, which would lead to improve the performance of the

control strategy. The response variable to be minimized is the vertical displacement of the
object from the hand while external forces are applied.
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Before the control strategy was adjusted, slight modifications were included to

improve the performance of the overall system. These modifications are presented next.
6.3.1 Modifications

Significant delay in the closing time of the hand was found in the previous work.
In order to reduce this delay, a closing stage was added between the pre-shape stage and
the force control stage, in which the active fingers move at a constant velocity until
contact is made with the object. In order to know when this occurs, the derivative of the
RFS (finger velocity) is computed. If the derivative is close to zero (less than 0 05) it is
considered that the finger has made contact with the object. The force control stage was
then commenced where the force exerted over the object can be modulated.

In addition, slight modifications were introduced to the detection stage and the
force control stage. During the detection stage, instead of computing the derivative of the
normal force at each time instance, the average derivative over a time window of 5

samples was used. By averaging the derivatives, the noise introduced by differentiation
was reduced, resulting in a smoother and more stable grasping motion. The second
modification was introduced to the force control stage. For the cylindrical/spherical grip

configuration, the learning rate and the voltage supplied to the DC motors were reduced
to slow down the dynamic response and prevent overshoot and oscillation.
6.3.2 Methodology

The experiment consisted of grasping an aluminum cylinder (diameter 7.4 cm,
weight 100 g) that is attached to a mass hanger through a dual-range force sensor
(Vernier DFS-BTA).

lió

Figure 6-3 shows the experiment setup. The combined weight of the cylinder, the
force sensor and the hanger is 280 g- This experiment contained twc steps: The cylinder
is first grasped during approximately 20 seconds, and then 700 grams are added to the
hanger for the next 20 seconds. A motion sensor (Vernier MD-BTD) is used to record the
displacement of the object.

.-?. ;
-"y " '

;
;

Cvlinder

Hanger ^ Weigh!

Figure 6-3: Cylindrical experiments setup. The hand grasps an aluminum cylinder that
has attached a hanger through a force sensor. Different weights are added to the hanger to
produce vertical disturbances. The displacement of the object from the hand is measured
by a motion sensor placed at the top.

For these experiments, a two-factor (initial force and step size) factorial design

was implemented as a decision support technique. It is difficult to resolve forces less than
0.1 N; therefore we divided the initial force factor in 3 levels, and the step size in 2
levels, as shown in Table 6-3. Three replicates were used for each level combination.
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Table 6-3: Factors and levels of the factorial design.
Initial Force
Level

Step Size

Range (N) Level Range (N)

Low

[0.7-0.8)

Low

[0.25-0.35)

Medium

[0.8-0.9]

High

[0.35-0.45]

High

________I

I

(0.9-1.0]

!

?

?

There is a significant difference in the displacement if the force reference is
changed before the weight is added to the hanger. In order to control this source of
variability, experiments were carefully selected to prevent the reference of the index and
middle finger from changing before any changes in mass.
6.3.3 Results

Minimum displacement can be achieved at the high level of initial force,
corresponding to the range (0.9-1.0] N, and the high level of step size, corresponding to
the range [0.35-0.45] N. With this combination, some soft objects became deformed,

which suggested that further increments in both the initial force and the step size should
be avoided. Figure 6-4 shows the box plot of the results obtained for the displacement

experiment; The left plot suggests that minimum displacement is obtained with the high
step size since the median for the high level is notably lower than for the low level. By
looking at the initial forcé parameter (right plot), and following the same criteria, the high
option seems to be the most favorable. Figure 6-5 gives more information about the
iteration between the two factors. The plot shows that some small iteration exists since
the three lines do not have the same slope. For all the levels of initial force the high level
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of step size gives the smallest displacement. Moreover, the high level of initial force
gives the smallest displacement for all the levels of step size.
Displacement vs. Step size

Displacement vs. Initial force

s -I
6
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-
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o
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Low

High

Low

Step size range

Medium

High

Initial force ranee

Figure 6-4: Box plot of the displacement vs. step size and initial force.

Initial force
---- Medium
........ Low
---- Hiah

g

Low

Hfeh

Step size

Figure 6-5: iteration plot for the displacement results. The plot acts as a decision support
to find the most favorable parameters of the force control system.

A two-way ANOVA was performed to test if the influence of the two factors is
significant. Both step size and initial force significantly influenced the displacement (P <
0.01 for both cases). However, no significant iteration between the two parameters was
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reported in the ANOVA test, suggesting that varying the levels of one factor does not
affect the other. Therefore, the best combination is to use high initial force ana high step

size. This strategy is logical since a stronger initial force and a larger increment should
prevent objects from sliding.
6.4

Evaluation of the response to force disturbance

6.4.1 Methodology

After determining the parameters of the control strategy, we tested the response of

the adi?.G·', ed algorithm by inducing slippage in different objects Three sets of
experiments were designed based on the testing methodology presented in [40, 80, 81,
Hl, 1 12] to evaluate the control strategy. These experiments were performed to simulate
real situati-·«·s likely encountered in ADL, but in a bench top environment. The

cylindrical and tip configurations were used to test vertical displacements. The ability to
resist torsional forces' was evaluated using the torque experiments.

'" Cy'U'ndr'icaf experiment. The response of the hand was tested on"two expérimentai
conditions simulating sudden or gradual changes in mass. For the case of inducing
sudden changes, the procedure was identical to that described in section 6.3 using five

different weights (200, 400, 550, 650 and 750g). It was repeated 7 times for each weight.
Tc induce gradual changes, the prosthetic device was instructed to hold an empty thin

plastic cup' with water being poured at approximately 30 ml/sec, or approximately 0.3
N/sec. This procedure was also repeated 7 t;mes

·

Tip experiment: Experiments similar to the cylindrical one were performed to test

me tip grip configuration, as it is illustrated in Figure 6-6. The experiments consisted of
grasping a piece of thin plastic (2.5cm ? 2cm ? 1.5mm) with the tip configuration. The
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obiect was attached to a mass hanger (without the force sensor since it is beyond the

capability of this grip configuration). First, the piece with the hanger was grasped for
approximately 20 seconds and then a predetermined weight was added for another 20
seconds. The whole procedure was repeated 7 times for each weight (20, 50, 100 and
15Og). The Vernier motion sensor was used to record the displacement of the plastic
piece from the fingers.

?<.
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Hanger + Weight
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Motion Sensor

Figure 6-6: Tip experiments setup. The hand grasps a piece of plastic attached a hanger.
Different weights are added to produce vertical disturbances. The displacement is
measured from the bottom.

Torque experiment: Experiments were performed to evaluate the ability to
modulate the force when a rotational force is applied, as illustrated in Figure 6-7. The
experiments consisted of grasping a plastic lid (diameter 6.5 cm) that was attached to a

string-pulley system connected to a mass hanger through the force sensor. The lid was
first grasped with the cylindrical grip configuration for approximately 20 seconds and
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then a predetermined torque was applied to the pulley for another 20 seconds. Four
different torques (4.4, 6.6, 8.8 and 11 N.cm) were induced 7 times. The motion sensor
was used to record the displacement of the hanger which gives an indirect measure of the
rotational displacement of the lid in terms of angular displacement. The force sensor was
used to measure the induced torque.
%"
\
Pullev

\

-À

/
u

\
I

Ji

Force Sensor

0
\

Hanger+ Weight

Motion Sensor

Figure 6-7: Torque experiment setup. The hand grasps a plastic lid that is attached to a
pulley. The pulley is connected to a hanger through a force sensor. Different weights are
added to the hanger to produce rotational movements. The displacement the mass is
measured from the bottom as an indirect measurement of the angular displacement.
6.4.2 Results

The control strategy performed well while adjusting the grasping force to
minimize the displacement of the object. The signal from the motion sensor was

smoothed using a low pass filter to calculate displacement, computed as the difference
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between the distance measured before (average of 5 seconds after the cylinder was

grasped) and after (average of the last 2.5 seconds of the experiment) applying the
disturbance. An example of one trial of cylindrical grasping is shown in Figure 6-8.
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Figure 6-8: Top: The force sensor output, indicating that 750 grams were added to the
hanger at approximately 20 second. Second: The motion sensor, showing the vertical
displacement of the object. Bottom two: The reference and force control signals for the
index and middle finger, respectively. When the mass is added at 20 seconds, the force
reference of the index and middle finger increases in response to the external disturbance.
However, the control system for the middle finger was unable to follow the reference in
this case since the force sensor lost contact with the object.

During the cylindrical, tip and torque experiments, the hand was able to adjust the
grasping force fast enough to avoid the dropping of the objects in all the trials. The
maximum average displacement for the cylindrical experiments (7.6 mm) was recorded
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(Figure 6-9). The variability of these results was within the accuracy of the motion sensor
(± 2 mm). Moreover, the displacements of light weight objects were within the resolution
of the motion sensor at 2 mm.

Average Displacements
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Figure 6-9: Seven displacements were obtained for each experiment. They were averaged
to obtain the average displacement of the corresponding experiments (200 grams, 400
grams, etc). Good performance was found for this grip configuration.

For the tip configuration, the observed displacement was small, with a maximum

average displacement of 3.05 mm (Figure 6-10). In addition, when small amount of
weights were introduced suddenly, the average displacement was less than the precision
of the sensor. The variability for the tip experiments was also within the accuracy of the
motion sensor, which is less than 2 mm.
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Figure 6-10: Average displacements over 7 trials. The measurements show good
performance of the hand in this configuration.
During the torque experiments, the control strategy was able to modulate the
grasping force when different torque was applied without showing significant angular
sliding. The average displacements are shown in Figure 6-11. The vertical displacement
measurements were translated to angular displacement of the lid in degrees. This was
achieved using the radius of the pulley (2.25cm) attached to the object from d= r9, where
d is the displacement, r is the radius of the pulley, and ? is the angle of rotation in
radians. The maximum average angle displacement was 10.7 degrees when 1 1 N.cm were
applied (equivalent to adding 500 g to the hanger). The variability of all the average
rotational displacements fell within the accuracy of the motion sensor.
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Figure 6-1 1 : Similar results were found from the average of the 7 displacement measured
for each torque experiments. This results shows that the hand is also able to handle
rotational disturbances.

6.5

Discussion

The objective of the proposed control strategy is to produce stable grasping while
minimizing the chances of the object slipping out from the prosthetic device, by
modulating the grasping force in an adaptive fashion.

The adjusting stage, where the initial force and step size were defined, influenced
the results considerably. The range of applied forces selected for this study is consistent
with the range in a human hand for similar procedure [113]. However, the displacement
result is difficult to compare with the literature since the testing outcome [40, 81. 112]
and the range of the disturbance force are different [111]. However, the results obtained
during the cylindrical, tip and torque experiments using the adjusted control strategy
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showed that the device handled different grasping tasks with relatively small

displacements. Slippage is a function of multiple factors, including friction coefficients,
time response of the hand, adequate adjusting of the grasping force, and slip detection
time. By reducing the object slippage to an acceptable range, we inherently have
accounted for all these factors. Consequently, the results suggested that the device was
able to adjust the grasping force to securely grasp and hold different objects, and it can
potentially assist the users in the ADL.
During the adjusting stage in the cylindrical experiments, the object was
intentionally grasped with the tips of the fingers in order to attain full contact with the
force sensors. The drawback of this procedure is that the force distribution characteristic
of the underactuated fingers is not used if the hand grasps the object just with the tips of

the fingers. However, the results showed that even while grasping a relatively heavy
object (around 1 kg) the vertical displacement was relative small (7.6 mm). This small
displacement suggests that even smaller displacement can be achieved if the whole hand
is used to grasp the object.

The values of displacement may be exaggerated by slight movements produced at

the joint of the links (phalanges) of the fingers since the joints are not rigid. The
combined vertical displacement of the finger together with the object may be measured.
In addition, when grasping force is adjusted while the hand is grasping an object, the
reference can sometimes change as the thumb and the index finger both try to exert force

on the object at opposite direction. This change in reference influences the displacement
of the object. Another factor that may influence the displacement result is that the sensor
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sometimes loses contact with the object when the external perturbation is applied (as
demonstrated in the middle finger in Figure 6-8).

The experiments were performed using only rigid objects (aluminum cylinder, a
piece of hard plastic and a plastic lid). However, if the hand has to gasp a softer object,
like a Styrofoam cup, it may be more complicated to reach the initial force. In this case, a
modification in the force control stage is being investigated. When the force measured at
the tips remains constant but lower than the preset initial force arid the fingers continue to
close, the initial force has to be set as the force measured at the tip of the fingers. This
initialization would avoid continued closing of the finger that could deform the object.
The control strategy is being tested in a proof-of-concept prototype; therefore the
mechanical problems of the prototype were not taken into account here. Our aim is to

?

evaluate the feasibility of applying the proposed control algorithm to adjust the grasping

,.· ,

force. A future direction to this work is to improve the mechanical strength of the.
prototype. Clearly, the tip configuration must hold masses heavier than 150 g.
The results also showed that the control strategy was able to handle sudden and
gradual external forces and that it could handle the nonlinearities associated with thè use
of low-cost' sensor and actuator systems as well as a simple' mechanical design.
Moreover, the control strategy was tested using objects usually encountered in common

daily activities, which require the selection of different grip patterns. The results suggest,
based on the grip pattern used in the experiments, that the proposed strategy can assist the
user in most of ADL.

CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

7.1

Conclusions

The human hand is one of the most important parts of the human body and its loss

drastically reduces functionality and social interaction. Moreover, the high cost of
replacement limbs may limit their use by the low-income population. We hypothesized
that by using advanced EMG signal processing and control algorithms, we can replace
the use of expensive, specialized actuators and sensors, hence reducing the cost.
The aim of this dissertation was to present the design of a control strategy for a
low-cost robotic hand for prosthetic applications. The main objective of this work is to
bridge the transiational gap between the technology and commercialization to bring a
possible solution for reducing the cost of prosthesis.
A low-cost mechatronic system for a five-fingered prosthetic hand was presented.

The objective of this prototype was to serve as a testing platform to evaluate the proposed
control strategy. Anthropomorphic size and weigh along with cost effective sensor and
actuators were the constraints of it design. Although the present version of the prototype
is far from it final version, it can be considered as a starting point for future
developments.
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A possible control strategy that can be used to drive a low-cost prosthetic hand
was designed and evaluated. It is divided in three principal stages: a pre-shape stage, a
force control stage and a detection stage. These stages were designed and evaluated
separately in order to test its feasibility for the control of the prosthetic hand. The results
suggest that the force control stage can modulate the force exerted by the fingers with rise
times below 1 second, overshoots smaller than 1 N and a steady state error of less than
5%. Moreover, the detection algorithm was able to detect unintended object movements
with a delay of less than 200 ms.
After the different stages were separately evaluated, the control strategy was

modified slightly and tested in different scenarios simulating ADL. Once the best values
were found for the initial grasping force and the force increment, the results of the
displacement experiments showed object displacements less than 10 mm for the worstcase scenario, which encourages the authors to continue working in this direction! The
control strategy overcame the limitations of inexpensive sensors and actuators and
securely manipulated the prosthetic device. It maintained a stable grasp during dynamic
tasks, demonstrating its ability to automatically modulate the grasping force to
compensate for vertical and torsional perturbations. Although more effort is needed to
improve the performance of the overall system, we believe that the work presented here
is a major step towards the development of a cost effective myoelectric hand.
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7.2

Ongoing and Future Work

7.2.1 Ongoing Improvements on the Prototype
The efficiency and durability of the prototype need to be improved before it can
be used in clinical trials. It will be important to: (1) enable an electrically driven saddle
joint movement in the thumb; (2) eliminate skipping and stripping of gears; (3) improve
force detection to enable a wider range of detectable grips; and (4) reduce friction of
moving parts to increase battery life and durability.
A new prototype is being developed to address the above issues (Figure 7-1). in
an effort to improve the second generation prototype, the new design contains a better
alignment of the motors and gears and an active DoF was added to the thumb to produce

its opposition. The routing of the sensors inside the finger was improved and torsion
springs were added to the joints of the fingers.
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Figure 7-1 : New improved prototype.
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Although this new prototype improves on the previous version, further changes
are needed to enable clinical trials. The tendon cable used is not resistant enough to
friction; therefore a more robust tendon-cable system is needed. The new prototype is

slightly larger than a natural hand, which increases the difficulty of manipulation tasks, in
addition, an extra DoF in the thumb is necessary to create a distal phalanx. With this

addition, the thumb will be able to adapt better to the shape of the object. Finally, the
glove that covers the hand must be improved to increase its durability and improve the
handgrip.

Finally, the small contact surface of the FSR sometimes causes the control
strategy to lose control of objects. Additional force sensors in others parts of the hand
might overcome this limitation. The work of Kargov et al. [1 13] suggests that more FSR
sensors in the second phalanges of the thumb and index finger, and in the distal part of
the second metacarpal, would be beneficial.

7.2.2 Future Improvements on the Control Strategy
Some issues must be addressed in order to improve the performance of the
system. At this moment, each finger is been controlled in a predictive fashion, based on a
static model.' However, it is important to make the model to approach asymptotically to
the real system in order to better represent the system dynamics [92], This added
precision will result in better performance of the control system. Consequently, the
incorporation of an adaptive algorithm such that the model can be dynamically modified
in real time is being considered as a next step of the controller design.
The system identification stage uses a feedforward neural network. The

implementation of others topologies, such as recurrent neural networks, may improve the
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model accuracy, which is a key element in the performance of the force controller.
Moreover, other pattern recognition and machine learning techniques, such as Support
Vector Machines or Kaiman Filters, might be other options for system identification.

Currently, the control system uses the information from the gradient of the
objective function to compute the control signal. It is well known that this method is slow
compared with any Hessian-based algorithms for nonlinear optimization. Therefore, the
implementation of an optimization algorithm based on the second derivative of the
objective function should be addressed. The Levenberg-Marquardt method described in
section 4.2.1 may be a good choice for the optimization stage of the force control system.
In the Detection stage, only the information from the derivative of the normal
force is used. Inclusion of the frequency/time-frequency information of the normal force
couid improve the slip detection algorithm, leading to a more robust system.
Finally, the inclusion of a position control system for the finger configuration
might be useful in the Pre-shape stage. An accurate tracking of the finger angle position
by means of a control system before grasping the object can produce a more stable
grasping.

7.2.3 Future Implementation ofthe Control Strategy on Microcontrollers
While the abovementioned aspects of the prototype and control algorithms are

being improved, the whole control system should be embedded inside the hand in order
to allow a clinical evaluation of the prototype.

With this objective, a custom board should be designed that contains the sensors,

signal processing circuits, the motor drivers and a microcontroller, which would replace
the PC-based setup described in this work. The' circuits described here are simple and do
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not need extensive room to be implemented. A possible choice for the microcontroller is
the Arduino platform (Figure 7-2) [114]. It is an open-source electronic platform that
integrates analog and digital ports, PWM motor drivers and the ATmegal280
microcontroller. The open-source characteristics make it a suitable platform for a lowcost system. In addition, a huge flexibility is obtained, since it can be customized to
match the different design specifications.
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Figure 7-2: Arduino platform (from [114]).

APPENDIX A

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CONTROL STRATEGY IN

LABVIEW
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In this section the online implementation of the control strategy is presented. The
different stages of the control algorithm are represented by the different sequences in the
"Stacked Sequence Structure" of the main LabVIEW program. The main program is
presented first and then its sub programs are shown. If there is a Matlab Script in one of
the section of the program, it is detailed following the diagram to which it belongs.
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0

0

0

inde; Force Middle Force Thumb Force
0

0

Iref

Mref

Tref

0

0

Istop MstopTstop

0

¡i F

F

file path

%D:\~

'

IangleD

MangleD TangleD

0

0

[forceD

'

MforceD

0

0

;0

[angle

Mangle

Tangle

0

0

Index Stop Middle Stop
Ts

.0 "

error out

class

TforceD

0

o"

--------- &.

status

0

Classes!

code

Cylindrical p¡nch Tripod Open
F
<* F
F
' Cylindrical 2Pinch 2Tripod2 0pen2

¦?

F

F

\

F

Is

Ms

Iangle2

Mangle2 Tangle2

EndPreshape

0

0

?" "

?

F

;0

MangleD

'notorGyre

Figure A-I : Front panel of the control strategy.
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Figure A-2: Block diagram: Grasping type selection.
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[•¡•je ¡J .n-BcmpuqpìTB

Figure A-3: Block diagram: Whole Pre-shape stage.

---------- - - " ¡

|MATLAB Script Node[

Mmctcr = [1 IjTmctcr = [1 1 jlmctcr = [1 Ij

-

largleC = lla_llli-S"l3._H-?-S"li_lli¡-la_l¡5¡í/12;
M3rgleD = |Ma_Hi:.-S*M3_ll2; + S-M2_II4¡-M3_l(5MÍ12:

-J
ü

TanfleC = !Ta_líl!-ST3_li:;»ET3_W;-TB_llS;;/12;
MACAve = absl mean I MAC_11 1:S! i í;
IACA»e = atsl mean I I4D_11 1:5Í ; );
TADAve = sb!l mear I TAD_1I 1;S¡ ; j

!
-,

J

rflprel==!;
HiíiíH INCEX jíiiíiiifS
¡f ilACAve -c 0.35 Si lfla§L_l = 3 a ¡ > 3Ot
IstGF = l;lmctcr = [l IjIfIa = =1:
else

lflag = lflaäll;lst!:p = lstcp_l;lmctcr = [01j
end
Kiüíií mídele ;í!í;-;í;:

(
j

if IMACAve <0.I5 2- Mfls¡_l ==3 2. i > 31;
Mstcp = 1: Mmctcr = [1 IjMflag = 1:
else

Mstcp=Mst = p_l;Mflag, = MfíafJ;Mmctcr = [31j
end

,

J

Tstcp = l:Tfl3f=Tfl3g_l:cl3ss=l:

end

¡flpre2==l;
;S¡S;S'»S;:THUMEH;ai-5:¡!

,

¦'"!_·

¡flTa-íA7S¡

TsICC = IiTn-PtCr = [Il';

?G~
!;; -? slse
Tstcp =ljtcp_l;Tmctcr = ,i31,;·
¦' 'j;'- -¡
!'

end
h«;í;-;í incex ;;;*;;;<;;

i1 _:!_l:l_J¡f hada™ 1 0.05 a ifias_i =c & ¡ > 33;
II

lstop = l;lmctc-r = [lljrflag =1;

:U;J if¡Tstcp = l¡
lm=tcr = [Oi;;
end

lfia=, = lflag_l;lstcp = lstcp_l;
----------, end

1JyJj MstcF = l;Mfla| = 3;dass = 2;
end

ifípre3==l/
>£-:íí»£>£ middle ;;;í<5»h

¡íllMa=-3.2;;
Mstcp=l;Mmctcr=[llj
else

Mitcp = 3;Mmctcr = [31j
end
ííiííSHií THUMB iSíSiíiíií

¡flTACAve<3.C::ilTflai_l = 0-:.¡> 33;
Tstcp = l;Tmctcr = [l IjTfI=I =1;
else

Tstpp=Tstcc_l;Trpctcr = [31:;Tfl3==Tfla|_l;
end
íí;;;í;¡ índex &:»>&

¡filia <3.5¡/

istcp = l;lrr!ptcr = [l I];
else

istcp = Oximeter = [O ij
end
;lass = 3:
end

¡f|pre¿==l;
Mstcp = l;Tstcp = 1; lstcp = 1:

MmCtCr = [Ii;; TmCtCr = [I IjImCtCr = [I Ij
CI3SS = ¿;
and
jSjíiiji MOTOR CONTROL rMV.ií

mctcrGyrc = [Mmctcr Tmctcr Imctcrj
mclcrr-'.VM=[S.Si5j

iflI.Mstcp == Ij a ITstcp = 1% llstcp = 1«
s"cp = l;
else
StCp=O;
e-d

gure A-4: Block diagram· Detail of Pre-shape stage
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Figure A-5: Block diagram: Whole Force Control and Detection stage.
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MATLAB Script Node

?=?
¡J.M

5-: î if

ab:

fll-ïf
f

ffl-îf
f

St=C
I

EDLE
E-Ma
2=;t

f/f

i
MF
MF

f

f'N'FD

i-At-ütve

W

flM-ei

!

I

t

!

i
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Figure A-6: Block diagram: Detail of the Force Control and Detection stage.
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Figure A-7: Block diagram: Release stage.

-----------------; p ¦ ¦-. " pATLAB Script Node|,
; HHHJiJ: INDEX izüiíUlí
Id = SbSlJI ? ! 1 ) - 3 * I ? 1 2 ) - S * I ? Íh ) - 1 ? ! 5 ;.;/! 2 V
¡filia > 5. 2 p

lstcp = true;

lmctcr = [ia;;
else

Istcp = f3lse;

lmctcr = [l Z];
end

HHHJiHMICDLEHJiHJiH

Md = BbSl(MpIi; -S*MpUWS*M(:i;¿!-MFl5 1^12/;
if 1 1 M 3 >-. S 5 V.
.-.-, Mstcp=tri;e:

^ Mrrctcr = [li;;
else

Mstap=f3lse;
Mmctcr = [lC;:
end
JiJ: JSJSH TH U M B JSJSHJSH

Td = 3t=UTp(li-S"Tpl2;+ 3*Tp(4)-Tp(5;;/12;;

A-* ifiiT3>i.e;a^-o.3;;
Tstcp = true;

TmGtCr = [Ii;:
else

Tstcp =fslse;

Trrctcr = [1 Z];
end

JiJiJSJi MCTCR CCNTRCL JiHHH

rrctorGyro- = [Mmc-tcrTmctcr Irnctcrí;
mctcrFV.'M = [5.2 5.5 5;;
ifillstcp ==truej SJMstcp == true} & (Tstcp— trueJ)
step = 1;
else

step=:;
end

Figure A-8: Block diagram: Detail of the Release stage.
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status
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source

Ir: Q
? old
¦.¡?-

motcrPVv'M

angle
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'-Jq
force

motorGyro

:'in" "

angle!
.;;o
forcej.

anglej
¦;!0
force_3

;'.|?

flag
0

Figure A-9: Front Panel of the Force Control stage of the index finger.

-JMATIAB Script Uoáe\~

T._.,
lnd=r> tifica tícrilrdíMCstaW- J.tn'í;
;.-,: =lí3d!C:\Crist¡3n>Tejis\Ne^ I-ana frEdÈl]Ep'ir|2C;-5;\NWFD.Îvitsrr

J;.

> 1.23 ;

'-\ráeMmt»Ut.f'-\ritx\C»t3\r,2.t<t'):

t^pee>ip¡3*9bíltf-fertei;i;:«i.l.

!Output = m; fT,

neîha=C.:c;c:51*il*ïi"F;.:

Hi: FfIdLCe output preakticnfcf t*l

p={fofieïle*er-reF25Utl'.U_ol(iH-araleii;.anglel2>i;:
. fatili = B:*vertca:(tsnhlwl-F;,l;;

EL._
««Calculate the iítrewcf tre jatefciar

afhat_dihatsvíi:*ííettii«lV;*seíhifil*PíTrtl*dp_d
dyfca!l_du = drhat_du*ll-df)i3ijiyri3i;;

|mclorPWM|
i> 1.23 ,

i-^FrcaLcacucutpfeflictiCfifcrt-S

F=[vhai!l)vt-3ti2) u_cldt2ï'J_cJd.i3; arglei'ja
yhatOísrtl'verírailiífifÍvVl'Fí.íi;

dyhat3_du=d,hai2_d(j*ll»dfr»t

E = [!r-yt-3:li;;¡[-^aU2)í(r-vhaI¡3}í:;
^f^s:_^lJ = td7^'^!l_dL·0^;dïh^^I_3^dvi'^::_J?.lD;d¦,^3:3_d?J^»h^;3_ak,l
dvh.3;ï_di,::':
ddsltaU_di, = [10 3;-l 10;C-li;;
C=:-E*dfr>3r_3U-:'rH:'3elt = U'ddÈl!aLi_3u.
ii-iCcmpu te fu-.Lreccrtrel .serali

ll_rìev, =u_old -nstl-a'G;

rr«e.=[:i

gure A-IO: Block Diagram of the Force Control stage of the index fing
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' ·??"

error out

status

code

U new
source

G·??

U old

m etc rPVVM
0

motorGyro
r.O

angle
¦lo

fcrce
- ·?0

anglej.

anglej

;;0 '"" Mo
fcrce_l

••io

flag

0

fcrce_3

Mo

Figure A-Il: Front Panel of the Force Control stage of the middle finger.
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-JMATIAB Script Node[~
H3!

mÎï Lead cid weights 'AV;

jL__,1.,l=lca.j|'0;\Cr¡1t¡ar\Tes¡5\NerthsrJmc:Jel!5Ffifig:;C3;'\NMFC\S'v3terT:
':J!rderiific3¡icn\middla\D3:aWl.wt'};
?,; =l£Bd|'D:\Criïtisr,\Te3is\Nex-, hand model îî pfir g2:::.~;>\NMFC\ivîtem
lrdertif¡C3ticrVr^jd¡e\CstBW.L-<<;
fi 3 g = 1 ;
tmF-e,!pf2-»ti!lr-iofcei:;v.:.-l;
^th3=o.o:::c4M-crrpv
Vriaic=5.6;
Vm ir- =-3.35;

;:?iPrcdu;eeutpLtFredi-:iicf fcf t-1
F = [fcr:e:iM=r;É!2;U!ÎÎU_o!d:l<3n5le|l;::-n=li:2:a/;
,halli; = ^ZVerustUarhlsVl^p;,!/:
V = Vh=JIiI;;
dp_du=[C'0010J3;';
dp_d-/hat = [3100330;';

|Reference|
I; 1.23t;

ïsMCatculaïetrieistrowcfifcejacctFari

dyhsi_dii = i'.2:*Ì55chii.vl"p!l'Ea<:hivvl*c/'!*wl*dp_dt.;
dfhai_d'^3í awií'ísechitvl'prseehiwl'pK'^í'^P-^vhai:
dvrí8tl_d!¿ = d /h a:_du*:'l- OThBt-SVr1Bt!:
t??: F re duce cut put predict ion fcrt-2

;t> 123 ¡i

(p = Efcrtei2í»ha:!l; U-CU[If U_cld!2j arg1e(2; anfleU) 1|';
- :vhatl2j = «:*verttätitärhiwl*p;.,i;.;
î;ï: Caltela:« the 2nd rcwcftre j = ;:tiiri
ïilstcclcrpn

dfhat_dv'h3il=iv:2"¡se;hi:-',l*p;'ie;h(-.vl"p;rwl*dp_ai.f-3;;

dïhat2_di,=dvhaîl_au"llidfha;_dïh3tl);
;¿2ndccli.mn

d^haUjJLl = *v22^se:MM*F;*se:r:U'(l*p;'/VJl"3p_dL.;
d»r-at2_diJl=dvh3il_dul"il'-dthat_dvh3tl;;

|mctorGyrc|

¦»¦: Frc-du:e ciitpiit predicticn fer ?^-3

p = [v-hBtll)'/h3H2j U_Gld[2}U_cldl3)3nglEÍ2;=(igtel2¡i;';
yhati3;=v/2Vert;atl.tBnh¡wl*FU:':

noutput=

|m cut put

>:·: Calculate the 3rd rcw cf the jacctiar.
i- IstîCluTn

dfhst_dvha:2= ?. ::*Ue;hiV,l-F;'"iech!'.vl*p; :*.·. l'dp.dyhBi;
dvh5(í_dL=dvhBt:_d*i*U-rdfh3t_d»hai2V
;.-iech|v,i*e;.r*-.r¿f_dl
dfh3t._d»hs!2V

dyhBt3_dLl=dyhSï:.
ï:3fdicf!.mr

i»r=i3 di,: = Jvh3t2_du:*ÏI'-dfh
iiiiCcrstruíithejBCcbiar.

E = [!r-vhatfl»ir-vhBtl2!Mr-yh3í¡3;';-':
dFhat_dU=idYhaíl_di«3 3;(ivhaí:_dt d¥hat2_dul3;dyh3t3_dud
d¥hat3_dií2;·;

Sde!taU_du = [lí3:-J i3:;-ìi;:
deltáU = [!U_cld(íí-Ufi:'í!.U_clal2>-U_cldilí:'iU_cld!3;-U_ela!2V¡;;
G =;"E*dFhat_dU *-2"rhs"deltBÜ*ddelta(J_du;
ritrc

U_nav,=U_cld-re:r!3*<
ifiU_reivlî;>VmS*>
U_ne-.vll I=VmBx;
if iuvenil; '!Vfnifij
U_fiert!i;.=V(riir:

U_p^--!2í = '.'ma..
inu_r6v.l2;íV
U_r.e<v¡2) = Vn

if|fcrc6;::.>tf-f*3.15;aíí

U_re-.vi3'=-C
u = U_re.vli;·;

kffiü

-12: Block Diagram of the Force Control stage of the middle finger.
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Figure A-1 3: Front Panel of the Force Control stage of the thumb.
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~1MATLAB Script Mode[îiîiLcsd eld weights ?:?;
v.l = l;3di-C:\Criniin\TeiJ£\Nev-f-äiidmc3sllEFrin=:o;9;»\MMFO
lnderîifiïaticn\tti,mt-\DBta\wl.t>i';;
ivi =lï3di'C:\Cfiïti3r\Teïiï\Ne>.*< hard rrcuel lÎprin|;cC3V>.MMPC\
InderitfficatiîPMhijirtADataV^.at;';

- !> 123

.^v:2 = i-.:!l;tePBtfcKv2>-l·;

:l;rrp = e>:pi;*8tiilr-fc:feel2;V';-l:
fÈiH =Z-.Z^ZOÌ'\ì^rrp'y.

!jams

Vira..

Hi; Fredda CLtputpreöinicn fer t*l
p = [fcrce[lffcrcei::Uli;u_cldl.i;ar>|teìl''sr3le
vha;ll! = tv:*ven=3tlt3rhhvrp:.,i;';
V = VhSiIl);
OF_dL»[0351OCO;';
= {5 IC

, dp_d

:::;CslCLlate;re 1st rc-i-, ef:he jacstiar
dyfst_di, = i,v:2-iîeîhlftl*pf*se.:hî^l*p,<.*va*dF_dL·;
dfhst_dvn3t = v'.22*!íethiivl*F¡*sí-:hU.íl*F;'J*ftl'dp_dvhi
dv^5tî_3L· = díha!_du*ll *afrat_dyh3t;;
^SíFrcdLíe cutí ^ ¡.¦•ïdiiticrî-M-'î

D
>123

[mctcrPWMl

îïHCaktJ
ÏVlïtïSlL-

.afh3t_dyh3,tl =ví22*lsecf,:i'il"pi*'eíh|>l*F;,i*V'l*dp_<S'^et;
Jdyh3t:_du = <Jyhail_dii*¡l-dfr3t_dyhaM>:

> 123

;= 2rd:clufTíi

dyhatl_dul=i-,22*lietMi:il'pf*ïethlivl*FÎ,i"nî'dF_îii*;
ayhat;_dul =d/hatl_eul'U'-d(K3t_dyhsti;;

|mctcrGyrc[

t??? FrcduiEOytFiiIFfeoii1^" Or t*3

? = [vhatil) vhBtl2) U_cld(2) ¡J_old[3) arg\etZ)arg>*\2) 1|';
ÎhatI3; = w2*v-ertcat|iarh|v,l*p;,i;';

meutput =

|moutputj

i;í; Calculate the 3rd row ctthe jäcobisn

dvrat3_c

athírtl*p)*seehíw'l*p}'i*v<l*dp_3i/h8t
,¦|l-dfhat_dyh3t::.;

dyh3t2_dL-; = iv22*1îeiMv<lV;*seïrî-.vl*p:ip)V#l*dF_dL;
dyrat3_dul=3¥f3t2_diil*tl-aff-3t_3yr!Bt2);
=;3rdíclLmr

dvhaí3_dL2 = dv'h5t:_du:"|l-dfh3c_dyh3t2);
•iiiCcnstruettr-eiätctiaf!
dFrät_dU = [dy!-atl_dL:-,;;dvr'ät:_dudvrat":_dLl 3; dyh3t3_dL d^st3_dLi
dvrai3_0b::':

ddeltaU_du = [10::-llv;C -1 C
delsa!J = [iU_s-ld!i:-Ull)i|U_cldi2)-U_cld¡l'''!U_cldl3;'-iJ_sld)::.>::
G s I*E*dFbät._dU -2*rf:*deitaU"ad=lt5'J_dL:
;:7:Ccmpu;efLtiire ceri trcl signals
U_neiv = U_cld-fetria*G;
ifIU_re^il)>Vmaï)
U_r Sn[U = V^SK;
srd

¡f IU_r.awil ï< VfTTi r,¦
U_r6wl I) = VfTi in;
iflU_reivii->Vfr.ax>

i*!U_re«[3>>Vm
Uríni3;=Vrr=
¡f¡U_rep-í'3;«.'/niir:
U_na>v|3;=Vfrir:
¡flfcfíeíÍ'^tf-f'O-CS'SLfcrcetJ/ílr^O-OSIv
U_fiewílí=0

A-14: Block Diagram of the Force Control stage of the thumb.
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System Identification
Description: Modeling of the

dynamics of the index finger using
a feedforward neural network

(using NNSYSID toolbox for Matlab.
Author:

Cristian. Pasluosta

clear all;

clc;
O O O O O O O O O 0 O Ct Ct Ct Q, 0, ct Ct O, ct ct O, Ct O, O, O, Q, Ct Ct Ct '

"6 o "o "ó "6 'o "Ó "6 ? "ò 'c "? ? "c ? "o '? "o ? "o "o ? "o "o 'o Cb "o ? "o

Signal Preparation
%

Loa ding

t he

files %%

% Obj ectl
si
s2
s3
s4
s5

=
=
=
=
=

load ('
load( '
load( '
load ('
load ( '

Objectl_01.txt'
Objectl_02 . txt '
Objectl_03.txt '
Objectl__04 .txt '
Objectl_05.txt'

)
)
)
)
)

% Ob] ect2
s6 = load( ' Object2_01.txt' )
s7 = load( ' Object2_02 . txt ' )
s8 = load( ' Object2___03.txt ' )
s 9 = load( · Object2_04.txt ' )
SlO = load ( 'Object2_05.txt '
% Obj ect3
sil = load ( 'Object3_01.txt'
sl2 = load ( 'Object3_02.txt'
sl3 = load ( Object3_03.txt1
si4 = load ( 'Object3_04.txt'
sl5 = load ( 'Object3_05.txt'

% Obj ect4
s 16 = load
sl7 = load
sl8 = load
sl9 = load
s20 = load

( 'Object 4 _01 .txt '
( ' Object4_02 .txt '
( •Object4_03.txt'
( ' Object 4_04 .txt '
( 'Object4__05.txt'

% Obi ect5
s21 = load (
s22 = load (

'Object5_01.txt '
Object5_02.txt'

152

s2 4 = load ( ' Ob j ect.5_0 4 . cxt '
s2 5 = load( ' Object 5_0 5. LxL'
% Testing

s2 6
s27
s2 8
s2 9
s30

=
=
=
=
=

load ('Objectl_06.txt'
loadCObject2_06.txt'
load ( 'Object3__0 6.txt '
loadCObject4_0 6.txt'
loadCObject5_06.txt'

°, Concatenating the signals %%
% Training signals
currentTr =

vertcat (si ( : , 1) , s2 ( : , 1) , s3 ( : , 1) , s4 ( : , 1 ) , s5 ( : , 1 ) , s6 ( : , 1) ,

s7(:,l),s8(:,l),s9(:,l),sl0(:,l),sll(:,l),sl2(:,l),sl3(:
,I),sl4(:,l),sl5(:,l),sl6(:,l),sl7(:,l),sl8(:,l),sl9(:,l
),s20(:,l) , s21(:,l) , s22 ( : , 1) , s24 ( : , 1) , s25(:,l) ) ;
forceTr =

vertcat. (sl(:,2),s2(:,2),s3(:,2),s4(:,2),s5(:,2),s6(:,2),

s7(:,2),s6(:,2},s9(:,2),sl0(:,2),sll(:,2),sl2(:,2),s±3(:
,2),sl4(:,2),sl5(:,2),sl6(:,2),sl7(:,2),sl8(:,2),sl9(:.,2
),s20!:,2) , s21(:,2) , s22(:,2) ,s24(:,2) ,s25(:,2) ) ;
thetaTr =

vertcat (si (: , 3) , s2 ( : , 3) , s3 ( : , 3) , s4 ( : , 3) , s5 ( : , 3) , s6 ( : , 3 } ,

s7(:,3),s8(:,3),s9(:,3),sl0(:,3),sll(:,3),sl2(:,3),sl3(:
,3) , sl4(:,3) ,sl5(:,3) ,sl6(:,3) ,sl7(:,3) ,sl8(:,3) , sl9(:, 3
) ,s2 0 (: ,3) , s2i(.: ,3) , s22 (:,3) , s2 4 (:,3) ,s25(: ,3) ) ;
?· Testing signals
currentTs

=

vertcat (s2 6 (:,1) , s27 ( : , 1 ) , s28 ( : , 1) , s29 ( : , 1 ) , s30 ( : , 1) ) ;
forceTs =

vertcat (s26(:,2) , s27 ( : , 2 ) , s28 ( : , 2 ) , s29 ( : , 2 ) , s30 ( : , 2 } ) ;
thetaTs

=

vertcat (s26(: ,3) ,s27 ( : , 3 ) , s28 ( : , 3) , s29 ( : , 3 ) , s30 (: ,3) ) ;
currentTs = currentTs ' ;

thetaTs = thetaTs';
forceTs - forceTs ' ;

% Scaling the signals to zero mean and variance one
% Training signals
ül =¦ [eu-rrent.Tr thetaTr] ;
Ul = Ul' ;
Yl =¦ forceTr ' ;

[USl, uscales] = dscaie(Ul);

[YSl, yscales] = dscale(Yl);
% Testing signals·
U2 =·¦ [currentTs; thetaTs];
Y2 = forceTs;
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US2 = dscale (U2,uscales) ;

YS2 = dscale (Y2, yscales) ;
*

Nonlinear Model

%

L i- i 1 1 -?. 1 1 g t u t; btjüo^nre jf rhc M T
NetDef = [ ' HHHHHHHHHH ' ; ' L
' ] ; %10 hidden units,
tanh and linear activation fuctions.

NN = [2221 1];% 1 past outputs, 1 past inputs and 1
í

±1 ? g training parameters %%

trparms = settrain; %set training parameters to default.
trparms = settrain (trparms, 'maxiter ' , 500, ' critmin' , Ie3 , ' ? a r amterm1 , 1 e - 3 ) ; % S e 1 1 i ? g t h e tra i ? i ? g par ante t e r s
%%% Training the NN %%

[Wl, W2, critvec, iteration, lambda] =nnarx (NetDef ,NN, [] , [] , t
rparms, YSl, USl) ;%Training a NNARX model.
[wl, w2] =wrescale ( ' nnarx ' , Wl, W2, us cales, yscales, NN) ; 's Re sc
r; I ^ ? Ci

[yhat, NSSE] = nnvalid (' nnarx ', NetDef , NN, wl , w2 , Y2 , U2 ) ;.
Pruning if necessary %%
? rparms = [50 0] ;
[thd, trv, fpev, tev, def f , pv] =

nnprune ( ' nnarx * , NetDef , Wl, W2 , USl, YSl, NN, trparms, prparms,
US2, YS2) ;

[mintev, index] =min (tev (pv) ) ;
index-pv (index) ;
[Wl, W2] =netstruc (NetDef ,thd, index) ;
%f% Retraining after pruning %%

trparms = settrain (trparms, ' D ' , 0) ;:
[Wl, W2, critvec, iteration, lambda] =nnarx (NetDef , NN, Wl, W2 , t
rparms, YSl, USl) ;%Training a NNARX model.
[wl, w2] =wrescale ( ' nnarx' , Wl, W2, us cales, yscales, NN) ; %Re sc
a lin g
[yhat, NSSE] =
nnvalid ( 'nnarx' ,Net Def, NN, wl,w2,Y2,U2) ;%Testing
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